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BET Pulls Eminem Video

Pop icon MC Hammer is reportedly writing a
Eminem dis record to be released shortly.
by Chuck "Jigsaw" Creekmur
Eminem’s antics are
creating controversy once
again, and now BET is
pulling the rapper’s video
"Just Lose It" from rota
tion.
In the video, Eminem
parodies Michael Jack
son’s various exploits in
cluding poking fun at his
infamous 1984 hair burn
ing incident, his cosmetic
surgery and his child
molestation case. The
Detroit lyricist also imi
tates Madonna and MC
Hammer in the clip.
"BET has pulled the
Eminem video out of rota
tion effective immediately.
We did so out of respect for
our long-standing relation
ship with Michael Jackson
that dates back more than a
decade, including Mi
chael's induction as the
first BET Walk of Fame
honoree in 1995. This ac
tion was a collective man
agement decision by BET
executives," BET said in a
statement.
Eminem portrays Jackson in bed with several
kids rapping: "Come here
little kiddie, on my lap.
Guess who’s back with a
brand new rap? And I don’t
mean rap, as in a case of
child molestation."
Since it first aired on
MTV and BET, the self-

proclaimed King of Pop
has demanded it be pulled
from rotation. Still, Jackson is not the only one
offended by the video, as
Steve Harvey has urged
folks to revoke Eminem’s
"ghetto pass."
From his Los Angeles
morning show at 100.3,
Harvey fumed, "Eminem
has lost his ghetto pass. We
want the pass back. You
[Eminem]
apologized
about the comments you
made before about us be
ing ni**ers and calling
black women b***hes, but
we don't want your apolo
gy now."
"I never had a problem
with Eminem," Jackson
said during “The Steve
Harvey Morning Show.”
Jackson’s publicist,
Ramone Bain, told The
New York Daily News that
"Just Lose It" is "disre

spectful" and "offensive."
"It's one thing to spoof
someone; it's another to be
completely insensitive and
disrespectful," said Bain,
who noted that, contrary to
reports, Jackson is not
planning to sue the rapper.
Jackson isn’t the only star
feeling disrespected. Pop
icon MC Hammer is re
portedly writing a Eminem
dis record to be released
shortly.

Voters Quiz Pinellas County
Candidates-------------------by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG A debate held last week
gave Midtown voters an
opportunity to quiz candi
dates about how their com
munity fit into their elec
tion plans.
Held at the Enoch Da
vis Center, the debate at
tracted about 75 concerned
citizens who got a chance
to hear candidates speak
first hand about why they
are running for office.
The seats up for grab
are: Clerk of the Court;
Pinellas County Sheriff;
Circuit Judge (Group 22);
and County Commissioner
posts in Districts 1,3 and 7.

up with the "good old boy
network” that currently
exists and vowed to re
structure the agency so that
deputies reflect the popula
tion they protect.
"This is one of my hot
spots,” said Clem, noting
women
and
African
Americans should each
represent two-fifths of the
department. "I don’t need
to be surrounded by a
bunch of 65-year-old, gray
haired men telling me what
to do.”
Clem’s opponent, Jim
Coats, countered the sher
iff’s department is actively
recruiting minorities.
"We could do a better
job, and we’re going to,”
said Coats, who has spent
30 years in law enforce
ment.
Ken Burke, who is run
ning for clerk of the court,
did not show up for the

Clem

seemed to strike ,a= chord
with a crowd that appreci-1

ated the straight talk from
the former shock jock.
Clem said he was fed

Norm Roche
Pinellas County
Commission, District 1
candidate
Cynthia Newton
Circuit Court Judge,
Group 22 candidate

Jack Day
Circuit Court Judge,
Group 22 candidate

In the race for county
Bubba

of them had more support
among community leaders.
Ultimately, Day ticked
off the most names and
touted a resume with more
professional experience,
however, it did not match
Newton’s passion for the

Ronnie Duncan
Pinellas County
Commission, District 1
candidate

Bubba Clem
County Sheriff
candidate

sheriff,

the crowd with her Jack
and Jill anecdote that
demonstrated how resi
dents use the court system
in their everyday lives.
If elected Wadlinger
pledged to update court
house technology, raise
awareness about county
jobs among youth, improve
Spanish services and equip
all four county offices with

Carolyn Wadlinger,
Clerk of the Circuit
Court candidate
debate. His opponent, Car
olyn Wadlinger, delighted

domestic violence officer.
Cindy Newton and
Jack Day played the
"Name the Negro” game in
which the object was
apparently to show which

job.
And although Norm
Roche was touted as the
candidate favorite coming
into the debate, his oppo
nent, Ronnie Duncan may

Voters
continued on pg. 6

Kemba Smith’s Spirit Has Not
Been Broken------------------

A profile of
Commissioner
aSu WGICfl.

see page 4

Smith has been on various radio programs and
has spoken to thousands about her ordeal.
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by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
TAMPA - Tiffany
Johnson is described by her
peers as someone who has
her life together.
But on this particular
day, the smart, college
bound 15-year-old is falli
ng apart because her 19year-old boyfriend dumped
her.
"He ain’t no good,” de
clares one of the girls con
soling the jilted teen, who
said the boy’s negative
qualities didn’t matter
since he was "fine" and had
"a nice car” - even if it did
belong to his mama.
That scene - recently
played out on an after
school program in St.
Petersburg - is an example
of how good, African
American girls across the
country are making bad re-

lationship decisions.
You don’t think so?
Then ask Kemba Smith.
During her sophomore
year at Virginia’s Hampton
University, Smith fell for
Peter Hall, a young man
who also "wore nice
clothes" and drove a "fancy
car.”
By the time the rela
tionship ended, Smith paid
a high price for the bling
bling lifestyle Hall fi
nanced through drugs.
"I always worried
about him, and I never con
sidered the trouble I could
get into,” said Smith, who
was sentenced to 24.5 years
in prison for her associa
tion with Hall, who used
women as drug-carrying
mules in his crack distribu
tion ring.
After spending 6.5
years in prison, Smith was

Smith was featured in Emerge magazine, encour
aging youth to be aware of the company they
keep.
pardoned
by
former lobbied for her release.
"The
government
President Bill Clinton near
would
like
for
me
to be bit
ly four years ago. Nowa
days, she speaks to teens ter and angry; bound up
across the nation about the mentally and emotionally,”
importance of staying in confessed Smith. "Becom
school and making money ing a voice for thousands of
the old fashion way - earn other first-time non-violent
drug offenders I am sure is
ing it.
She brought her mes something they never ex
sage to Middleton High pected,” said Smith, who
School last week courtesy was once referred to as
of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, which was among Kemba
several organizations that continued on pg. 5

First Data Western
Union Foundation
Donates Money To
Hurricane Victims

Last week the British news agency Reuters report
ed that 200,000 people in Haiti "lost their homes,
belongings and livelihoods" in the hurricane and
the resultant floods and mudslides that destroyed
entire villages.
by Linda Young
Challenger Correspondent
Many victims of the
four recent hurricanes in
the hard-hit areas of the
Caribbean and Florida con
tinue to need help.
Among those support
ing the ongoing relief effort
is the First Data Western
Union Foundation, the
philanthropic arm of West
ern Union. Since Septem
ber, they donated more
than $500,000 to the Inter
national Red Cross and
plan to donate more, said
Veniese Whittingham, the
U.S. to Caribbean market
ing manager.
The money helped pro
vide immediate and long
term relief for people im
pacted by one or more of
the hurricanes that struck
within a six-week period.
So far, the Red Cross used
the Foundation donations
for victims in Jamaica,
Grenada, the Cayman
Islands, Haiti and Florida.
Many people in those areas
still have no homes or lost
their jobs because of dam
age from one or more of
the hurricanes.
The Foundation began
donating money to the Red
Cross for victims "when
the first hurricane hit, and
it is ongoing," Whitting
ham said. The Red Cross
uses the money to provide
food, water or whatever
victims need.
Western Union donates
$1 million annually to the
Foundation and also dou
bles employee contribu
tions by matching them in
dollars by 2-to-l. The
Foundation was estab
lished in December 2000
by Western Union CEO
Charlie Fote to go out and
"give to the most needy in
society beyond the bounds
of the United States,"
Whittingham said. The
Foundation has more than
$10 million to support ef
forts in health, education
and human services world
wide, excluding money
already donated for relief
for hurricane victims this
year in the Caribbean and

Florida.
The Red Cross "is one
of the few organization that
we know when the money
gets to them it is used for
purposes that it was intend
ed for," Whittingham said.
Western Union has
suspended fees for individ
uals who want to make do
nations directly to the Red
Cross using a "Quick Col
lect" form at any of the
200,000 Western Union
outlets worldwide. That
saves individuals from
writing a check and locat
ing a Red Cross agency to
mail it to. Also, Western
Union is waiving $5 of the
fee for individuals to send
money home to relatives in
affected areas. The pro
gram has no firm end date
because hurricane season is
not over yet, Whittingham
said.
Jeannette Lyons is ex
cited about the Western
Union programs. She is
from Jamaica where about
45 percent of her family
still live. Her father and his
side of the family is mostly
in Kingston and her mater
nal grandmother, along
with seven aunts and un
cles and numerous cousins,
lives in St. Andrew where
most of them lost their
homes and possession to
mud slides.
The loss was so great
that, although her family
members would eventually
rebuild, "they wouldn't be
able to do it by them
selves," Lyons said. "They
aren't one to take advantage
of the system, but anything
they get I know they will
greatly appreciate."
Unfortunately, Lyons'
relatives, and other fami
lies in Jamaica were not the
only people in the Carib
bean to lose their homes to
mud slides.
Whittingham said that
Floridians have been very
fortunate. "When I think
about people in Gonaives,
Haiti waking up and not
knowing where you're

Western Union
continued on pg. 5
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A knowledge of
history brings a feel
ing of fellowship that
runs through the ages -

be it a territory, a vil
lage, a district, or a
nation. To live without
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living without a form
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without history is to
live without roots or a
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The Gantt Report----------by Lucius Gantt
Dorothy is not a good
role model for AfricanAmerican voters!
How many more elec
tions will Black voters have
to cast ballots in before
they realize the candidates
for

President

are

not

Wizards?
In "The Wizard of Oz"
Dorothy was lost in a land
far away from home and
she sought help from the

Minority Business Enterprise

Wizard to get back to
where she belonged.
Today Black people are
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and many of us don’t know
we are and where we are
going.
In 2004, instead of
wicked witches from the
west

we - have poverty

pimps from the north, polit
ical mercenaries from the
Midwest and charlatans
and clowns from every
Just like Dorothy, all we need to know is the way home!

where imaginable begging
us to vote for one candidate
or another.

don’t worry if we believe in

horns, whistles and plumes

have voted for in the past.

They tell us if we vote
for this candidate, we’ll get
more and better jobs, if we
vote for that candidate,

male-female relationships
and the candidates support
gay marriage. They say
don’t worry if we believe in

of smoke all over Oz.
However, when Dorothy’s
lowly dog pulled back a
curtain, Dorothy saw that

History is the best
teacher and historically,
candidates have always put

don’t believe the hype. The
political wizard can’t save
us. If we had political
courage, a brain and a heart

Blacks last. Blacks are the

we could save ourselves.

city neighborhoods or $2
million with Black media
institutions or in Black
schools.
We don’t need a wiz
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The Weekly Challenger
2500 M.L. King St. S.
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America will be a safer

prayer and life and the can

the fabulous Wizard was no

first to endorse, the first to

It takes money to sur

ard. We don’t even need a

place, and if we exercise

didates believe in vanity

more than a normal, run-of-

contribute and the first to

vive in America’s capitalist

hero. Just like Dorothy, all

our right to vote we will see

and abortions.

the-mill white man.

vote but we are the last to

system. The Republican or

we need to know is the way

significant and dramatic

Yes, we do need help

If we look deeper and

get political jobs, the last to

Democratic people you

home! We need to know
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improvements in the lives

but not from a fake wizard

if we pull the white sheets,

get political appointments

may vote for won’t hesitate

of all people of color.

with false promises!

how to take care of each
other!
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so to speak, off of many of

and the last to get political

to spend $200 billion in

They tell us not to

When Dorothy got to

the candidates, we too will

considerations.

foreign countries but at the

worry if we believe in

the Wizard’s castle, she

see that the modem day

I encourage every per

same time they will laugh

peace and the candidates

was amazed at his powerful

political wizards may be

son who reads this column

at you if you ask them to

believe in war. They tell us

contraptions. There were

just like the white men we

to go out and vote. But

spend $200 million in inner

Protecting the Secret Ballot
by Bernice Powell Jackson

Civil War, known as Re

that some of those men and

handle the military votes

no way of knowing. Need

ballots for every American

One of the most basic

construction. Many south

women who are fighting in

and whether they are being

less to say, they could also

is the American way.

elements of a democracy is

ern states had large per

Iraq and Afghanistan might

allowed to engage in parti

be seen by Defense De

the secret ballot.

Every

centages of African Amer

lose their right to a secret

san politics. The Pentagon

partment officials, under

President Bush at Presi

NO PAPER?

American is guaranteed the

icans and for the first time

has stood by Omega’s

If you have not received your paper during
delivery, phone (727) 896-2922

whose aegis our soldiers

dent@whitehouse.gov or

right to a secret ballot, so

there were a number of

ballot. According to this
new plan, members of the

have been deployed.

Defense Secretary Donald

that no one - not husband

black state and federal leg

military will be allowed to

stonewalling and has insist
ed that there will be no

DEADLINES

or wife, not parents, not

islators elected to represent

vote by faxing or e-mailing

fraud attached to these not-

ing away the right of a

@ osd.pentagon.mil or e-

All news items, advertising copy and related art
submitted for publication on Thursday must be
at the office of The Weekly Challenger no later
than 4 p.m. Monday

employer, not pastor nor
local politician knows how

them.

There may have

their ballots, after waiving

so-secret ballots.

secret ballot for American

mail your U.S. Senator and

been even more elected,

their right to a secret ballot.

One does not have to

soldiers, who are risking

Congressperson.)

a voter votes. Along with

except that there were

What is even more trouble

their lives for this very

the right to vote and the

many places where blacks

some is the fact that the

be either paranoid or a
computer geek to see the

right, is not only frighten

right to have one’s vote

were denied the secret bal

sending of this open ballot

flaws in the proposed sys

ing, it is un-American. In

counted, the right to a

lot and were forced to vote

would go through a private

tem. The no-longer secret

stead, the Defense Depart

secret ballot is the very

with their former owners,

contractor, whose chief ex

ballots might be changed

ment and the U.S. Postal

essence of our democracy.

now employers, looking

ecutive officer has ties to

when they leave the battle

over their shoulders.

the Republican National
Congressional Committee.

fields or at Omega Tech

Service should make provi
sions to ensure that every

Bernice Powell Jackson is
the executive minister of the
Justice and Witness Ministries
of the United Church of Christ
and serves as one of the five
officers of the denomination.
She has been an activist on
behalf of civil rights, women's
rights and human rights
issues around the world for
more than a quarter of a cen
tury.

COLUMNIST’S DISCLAIMER
views expressed by The Challenger

The
columnists/advice columnists do not necessarily
reflect the views of The Weekly Challenger. By
publishing such columns, The Challenger 's not
advocating the following of any advice or
suggestion expressed.

History tells us that
when the right to a secret

To even consider tak

Thus, it becomes more
than a little troubling to

nologies or when they are

soldier has a secret absen

that

Moreover,

Patricia

received by the election

tee ballot and that these
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democracy is diminished.

hear that during this elec

Williams, the chief execu

officials. And with no pro
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African Americans in the

tion, which is already filled

tive of Omega Technol

tections of these open bal

Iraq and Afghanistan back

South were first allowed to

with stories of election
fraud, it is being proposed

ogies, has refused to say

lots, the soldiers and the

to the U.S. to be counted

which of her staff would

American public will have
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ballot

is

denied,

vote in the days after the

(Note: You can e-mail

Rumsfeld at defenselink
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SARASOTA / MANATEE AREA
Contract Awarded for Sarasota Police
Replacement of
Fatally Shoot Suspect
Siesta Key ShortSARASOTA,
Fla. and diverted the man's
attention for a moment.
Span Bridges ------------ (AP) - A man ran who But
then he turned and

Eight
deteriorating
short-span bridges on Siesta Key will be replaced
under a $5 million contract
approved by the Board of
County Commissioners to
day. Work is expected to
start in November on the
long-anticipated project to
replace and improve the
safety of the neighborhood
bridges.
With work proceeding
according to need, based on
condition of the bridges,
contractor Cone & Graham
Inc., of Tampa, will begin
work on bridges at Contento Drive and Azure Way,
followed by Givens Street,
Treasure Boat Way (west),
Treasure Boat Way (east),
Higel Avenue, Primrose
Path and Calle Florida. The
contract calls for substan
tial completion within 435
days from award of the
contract, or just before the

Thanksgiving holiday in
November 2005.
Because the bridges at
Contento Drive, Azure Way
and Calle Florida are the
only access points to adja
cent neighborhoods, those
bridges will be rebuilt one
half at a time so there will
always be one lane of
access across the bridges.
The other bridges will be
closed completely during
construction but detours
will still allow access to the
affected neighborhoods.
Navigation in the ca
nals the bridges cross will
be maintained throughout
construction,
although
some boaters may have to
use alternate canal routes
while work proceeds on a
given bridge. At about 22
feet in length, the new
bridges will be slightly
longer than those they
replace so they can qualify

attacked a police officer
with a knife and then
rushed another officer was
shot to death Tuesday by
police, officials said.
The 50-year-old man,
whose identity wasn't re
leased, died at the scene,
according to the Sarasota
Police Department.
Traffic officer William
Johnson saw the man run
ning down the street with a
knife, police said. When
Johnson started to get out
of his cruiser, the man tried
to attack him, police said.
Another officer arrived

for federal and state inspec
tion. The bridges will also
be slightly wider to allow
for sidewalks. The new
bridges will have the same
vertical navigational clear
ances above the water.
To speed construction,
the bridges will all be built

rushed Johnson again with
the knife, police said:
After the man ignored
Johnson's shouts to stop
and drop his knife, John
son fired twice, police
said.
The investigation is
ongoing, police said. The
police chief is expected to
decide whether to place
Johnson on an administra
tive leave during the inves
tigation,
said
police
spokesman Jay Frank.

using precast concrete
components. The bridges
were built in the 1950s and
have reached the end of
their design life. The new
bridges are designed to last
75 years.
The project will also
include replacement of sea-

Sarasota County
Table Tennis Club
Pilots National
Meets at Colonial
Management
Oaks Park-----------------The Sarasota Table Coaches. Every age and
Fellowship Program —
Sarasota County gov
ernment is one of seven
local governments nation
wide piloting a fellowship
program through the In
ternational City/County
Management Association
(ICMA). The Local Gov
ernment
Management
Fellowship program has
placed Mary Sassi in a
year-long position with
Sarasota County where she
is working with Deputy
County
Administrator
Susan Scott on the Com
munity Housing Initiative.
Sassi also will work with
the budget department on
the fiscal impact analysis

model - specifically the
economic impact analysis
associated with any con
struction of a convention
center, as well as a records
and information manage
ment project.
Sassi has a bachelor’s
degree from Hamilton Col
lege in New York with con
centrations in anthropolo
gy and philosophy, a mas
ter’s degree from Arizona
State University in public
administration and a grad
uate
certificate
from
Arizona State University
in non-profit management
and leadership.

walls under the bridges,
replacement of water and
sewer lines attached to the
bridges, and improvements
to the aesthetics of the
bridges.

The project is funded
from the infrastructure sur
tax (penny sales tax), fuel
taxes and short-term bor
rowing repaid from tele
communications taxes.

Tennis Club and Sarasota
County Parks and Recre
ation are collaborating to
bring Table Tennis into the
community at the Colonial
Oaks Park, 5300 Colonial
Oaks Blvd., Sarasota.
Every Monday and Wed
nesday there are two even
ing sessions of the popular
game. The first session
runs from 7-9 p.m. and
the second session from 9 11 p.m. There are also two
sessions on Saturdays, the
first is from 2-4 p.m. and
second is from 4-6 p.m.
Now is the time for
you to get in on the latest
sports craze and learn table
tennis techniques from two
Certified Table Tennis

For further informa
tion, contact Sarasota
County Public Works,
Road & Bridge division, at

every skill can participate.
Through this energized
and social setting, you can
go from basic household
Ping Pong to competitive
Table Tennis tournament
play. The Sarasota Table
Tennis Club is an affiliate
of the United States Table
Tennis Association.
Table Tennis is a great
way to get into shape, get
moving and to get in
volved. It is also one sport
played in the comfort of an
air-conditioned gymnasi
um. For more information
stop by the park, visit the
Sarasota Table Tennis Club
Web site at www.sarasotatabletennis.com or call
(941) 504-5258.

(941) 861-0727.

COMMUNITY BRIEFS
St. Petersburg NAACP Election Update
All persons serving as
officers and/or executive
committee members atlarge of The St. Petersburg
Branch NAACP, 5130
(adults) will have to seek
reelection for the 20052006 term.
Committee chairs and
any vacant positions for
officers and/or executive
committee members at-

large are appointed by the
newly elected branch presi
dent with the concurrence
of the executive committee
members at-large.
The nominating com
mittee will be interviewing
potential candidates for the
positions of each officer
and up to 24 persons inter
ested in becoming a mem
ber of the executive com

mittee at-large on Tuesday,
Oct. 19 beginning at 6 p.m.
Nomination forms will be
available at the branch
daily from 8:30 a.m. to 2
p.m. The form must be
signed by two to three
members in good standing,
30 days prior to the begin
ning of Oct. 19 and ending
Nov. 9. For more informa
tion, contact Wanda Stuart

at (727) 898-3310 and
leave a message. Election
is Nov. 9 from 9 a.m. to 7
p.m. You must be a mem
ber, in good standing, 180
day prior to the election
and present your card dur
ing voting, along with a
photo id.

Meals on Wheels Provide a Nutritious
Meal with a ‘Neighborly’ Touch --------Years ago, if an elderly
person was homebound
and in need of a meal,
neighbors came to their
aid. And they still do,
thanks to the Neighborly
Care Network Meals on
Wheels program.
Neighborly Care is in

desperate need of con
cerned and caring volun
teers to help their elderly
neighbors receive the lifesustaining nutrition they so
desperately need.
Volunteers pick up
food chests at the Neigh
borly Senior Dining site

closest to their homes.
They deliver to assigned
homes (usually 10-14
stops) and return the chests
to the dining site. This
takes approximately 1 1/2
hours (between 10:30 a.m.
and noon) one day a week.
Please lend a hand by

volunteering today. It takes
so little time to make a big
difference in the lives of
your senior neighbors. The
rewards are countless!
To volunteer today,
please call Pat Hofstadter
at (727) 573-9444, ext.
291.

Free Seminars for Caregivers Provided
by The Alzheimer’s Association at The
Fountains---------- ------------------------------------The Fountains is host
ing free seminars for care
givers provided by The
Alzheimer’s Association.
All seminars are from 6-7
p.m. and will be held in the
auditorium
of
The
Fountains, 1255 Pasadena
Ave. S.

The dates are as fol
lows:
• Tuesday, Oct. 26 Alzheimer’s Basic Course
for Caregivers, Lisa Milne,
The
Alzheimer’s
Association
• Tuesday, Nov. 2 Legal Issues, guest presen

ter - Elder Law Attorney
• Tuesday, Nov. 9 Know Your Care Options guest presenter - CCRC
representative, Home Care
vs. Companion, Diversion
Program Information
• Tuesday, Nov. 16 Coping with Loss, guest

Calling All Artists and
Aspiring Artists----------The Enoch D. Davis
Center and the African
American Arts Council
would like to invite you to
display your art, discuss
your work and share your
talent during the Council’s
annual celebration of the
arts.
Local artists are being
invited to come to the
Enoch D. Davis Center for
an event providing a multimedia art presentation fea

turing
area
African
American artists.
This event will be held
Thursday, Nov. 4, from 5 7 p.m., at the center, locat
ed at 1111 - 18 Ave. S., St.
Petersburg.
We would like all
forms of artistic expression
to be available for the citi
zens of our Tampa Bay
communities to experi
ence. Your participation
would make this event a

great success.
Please respond, indi
cating what kind of art you
will be presenting.
If you have more ques
tions about this event and
how you can participate,
please
call
Raynetta
Mobley, (727) 820-0240;
Lynette Buchanan, (727)
893-7159 or any member
of the African American
Arts Council.

presenter - Hospice
• Tuesday, Nov. 23 Planning for the Holidays
with Lisa Milne
Those interested in
attending should call (727)
347-2169 at their earliest
convenience.

School News
The financial aid office
of Pinellas County Schools
will be holding several
postsecondary financial aid
seminars at area high
schools. The seminars will
cover the Florida Bright
Futures scholarship pro
gram, organizing a finan
cial aid search, types of
financial aid, government
grants and loans, complet
ing the Free Application
for Federal Student Aid,
understanding the Student
Aid Report, college finan
cial aid packaging and
award letters, the Pinellas
Education
Foundation
Scholarship
Catalogue,
scholarship essays, and
searches and scams.
The seminars are sche
duled for:
• Nov. 9, Countryside
High, 3000 SR 580, Clear
water.
• Nov. 11, Pinellas
Park High, 6305 118th
Ave. N, Largo.
• Nov. 16, Palm Har
bor University High, 1900
Omaha St.
• Nov. 18, Osceola
High, 9751 98th St. N,
Seminole.
• Nov. 30, Boca Ciega High, 924 58th St. S.,
St. Petersburg
• Dec. 2, Tarpon
Springs High, 1411 Gulf

lean

.

dance <7 coach

how can you keep
a kid off drugs?
The truth Is, a little of your time can make a lifetime
of difference. Because kids with something to do
are less likely to do drugs. You can help. For more
information on drug prevention programs in your
community, call or visit:

1877 KIDS 313
www.youcanheipkids.org
_

Office of NMfoial ftnyt Coninul PoIicy

Road.
• Dec. 7, Lakewood
High, 1400 54th Ave. S, St.
Petersburg.
• Dec. 9, St. Peters
burg High, 2501 Fifth Ave.
N.
You are invited to
attend whichever seminar
is most convenient for you.
Please contact the school

for exact location of the
seminar, which will begin
at 7 p.m. and end at 9 p.m.
Plan to arrive early to pick
up handouts used during
the seminar.
Students are encour
aged to ask their guidance
counselor about "Oppor
tunities," a monthly schol
arship listing from the dis

trict financial aid office. In
addition, the "2004-05 Pi
nellas Education Founda
tion Scholarship Online
Catalog" will be available
this month.
For more information,
contact the financial aid
office at (727) 588-6013.

PUBLIC FORUM
Pinellas,
1m
■

Pinellas County needs your input.
Help plan for the future human
service needs of our community.

■ ■ wJ

The public forums wilt help
establish priorities and identify
needs so we can better serve the
residents of Pinellas County.
If you have questions or would like
more information, call (727) 464-8410.

HUMAN

SERVIC

Come to a p»ufc>lic: forum to
tell us what you tKirik: about:

Health Care
Homelessness
Mental Health
Substance Abuse
Housing
Elderly Needs
Special Needs
Attend one of these Public Forums:
Tuesday, October 1 9, 2004, Dunedin, 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Dunedin RuloHc l_it>r«wry. 223 Dnugia* Avenue
Wednesday, October 20, 2004, St. Petersburg, 4:00
Sunshine
A At) 5th Stree-t North

6:00 P.M.
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TAMPA BAY AREA
THIS & THAT

by Mabel Cooper

(823-6092)

“Wildman” Steve Gallon, Jr.
HUNDREDS PAY
THEIR RESPECT TO
THE ONE AND ONLY
“WILDMAN STEVE”
Sept. 11, 2004 will not
be easily forgotten in the
hearts and minds of those
individuals who lined the
N.W.
58th
Street
Friendship
Missionary
Baptist Church at the
Celebration of Life for
Steve Gallon, Jr. This was
Steve’s last hurrah. Family,
friends, near and from afar,
paid their respect to a com
munity pillar, entertainer
and successful business
man.
By air, land or maybe
sea, they came to say good
bye to long-lived and much
loved Steve Jr., known to
millions nationwide as
‘Wildman Steve.’ He was
bom to the late Steve and
Dorothy Gallon on Sept.
10, 1925 in Monticello,

Fla. There, Steve Jr. grew
up and attended junior high
school in Waterbury, Conn.
His father, a tall, hard
working and distinguished
man of God, later moved
his wife and only child to
New England. It was at
Crosby High School that
he met and fell in love with
the stage.
In 1944, after an hon
orable discharge from the
Navy, Steve returned to
Waterbury to start a salon
business, open his own
night club, and got
involved in the local enter
tainment area. • There he
remained in radio for about
five years, while also per
forming in night clubs.
Nothing moved in the
black entertainment area
without his direct involve
ment.
It was the continuing
call of radio, however, that

landed Wildman Steve in
South Florida in 1963. In
Miami, he became one of
the most popular local
radio personalities at
WMBM. During this time,
Wildman Steve distin
guished himself as a highly
successful promoter and
master of ceremonies,
spicing up Miami’s black
entertainment life by
bringing top-notch, highly
touted black entertainers to
Miami to such historic
places as the famous Sir
John’s Knight Beat, the
Island Club and Mr.
James’ Night Club.
Wildman traveled and
performed in nearly every
state in the country. He
performed before a soldout crowd in the historic
Apollo Theater in New
York City; also, to hun
dreds of fans in Tampa, St.
Petersburg, Lakeland, and
Miami, just to name a few.
Wildman Steve would
become a household name
and a larger attraction in
the Bahamas, the Virgin
Islands and Bermuda,
which all became favorite
vacation spots during his
time.
ALL GOOD THINGS
MUST END
An entertainment leg
end in his own right,
Wildman Steve shook
hands, conducted business,
and Established friendship
with some of the most
influential figures of our
time. Wildman Steve
became a highly admired
friend and well respected
entertainer and business
man. He was known for his
warm personality and abil
ity to make everybody feel
special. He spent his final
years of retirement from
the fast and high life of
show business working
with unemployed people
on developing job skills
and assisting them with
seeking gainful employ
ment.
In 2002, the city of
Miami, in conjunction with
Heart of the City and
Diaspora Arts Coalition,
awarded Wildman Steve
the Cultural Ambassador’s
Award for his decade of
service to the community’s
entertainment industry and
his promotion of culture
and the arts around the
world.

Steve Gallon, Jr., if
with nothing more than his
infectious smile and firm
handshake, brought love
and joy to everyone with
whom he came in contact.
On Tuesday, Aug. 31,
2004, God provided Steve
Gallon, Jr. the stage for the
last time. Instead of per
forming, he did what he
always encouraged others especially his children - to
do. Steve, clearly alert and
with his tired eyes wide
open, listened. He listened
to the voices of his chil
dren and great-grand children, who professed their
love, respect and adoration
for their father, their best
friend and sage advisor. He
also listened to his grand
children who did the same.
Silently in prayer in
the presence of loved ones,
Gallon Jr. opened up his
mind and heart to his Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ, in
Him finding peace, blessed
comfort and assurance.
God still decided when the
“show” was to end; when
the curtain on his life was
to fall. The very next day,
at 7:10 p.m. on Sept. 1,
2004, God closed the cur
tain on Steve’s perform
ance in life and welcomed
him to the stage of life
everlasting. The audience
of angels in heaven
applauded Steve’s arrival.
God smiled at his earthly
life’s performance! “Well
done, son. You are tired.
Come rest. I know your
family, friends and fans
love you dearly, but I love
you best.” Praise Him!
Steve Gallon, Jr. leaves
the responsibility to carry
on his legacy and to thank
God for and honor his life
to his eight children. He
also leaves 13 grandchil
dren, eight great-grand
children, and a host of
other relatives, neighbors
and friends. He also leaves
millions of adoring and
respectful fans throughout
the world.
(Photo and informa
tion for this article were
furnished by an ex-spouse
of Steve Gallon, Diann
Gallow, of our town. Many
thanks, Diann.)
May Wildman Steve
rest in peace.
***
STAY LOOSE!

A LOok at COmmissioner Ken Welch
bv Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
Note: The following article
is one in a series of election
profiles.
ST. PETERSBURG Beneath Ken Welch’s com
posed appearance beats the
heart of a musician. "I am
accomplished on the saxo
phone and have played gui
tar at local churches,” said
Welch, whose smooth,
silky voice could easily
land him a job in the broad
casting industry.
But for now, the
Pinellas County District 7
commissioner is content
with carving out a political
career.
"I had no political aspi
rations as a child,” admits
Welch, who dreamed of
becoming a musician be
fore he was bit by the polit
ical bug while working
alongside his father, David,
who was elected to a seat
on the St. Petersburg City
Council in 1981. "My
interest began to grow, and
I worked in his subsequent
campaigns.”
Welch’s desire to fol
low in his father’s footsteps
has been a point of con
tention with Republican
Sharon Russ, who is trying
to unseat him in the
District 7 race.
She has continuously
accused the Democrat can
didate of riding on his
father’s coattails - an asser
tion Welch vehemently
denies.
"I make no apology for
my father’s accomplish
ments, or the good name
that my family has estab
lished in our community,”
said Welch, who is hoping
voters will punch the ballot
in his favor on Nov. 2.
"Men like my father, James
Sanderlin, Doug Jamerson,
Frank
Peterman,
Sr.,
Morris Milton and many
others served as role mod
els for me as a young boy.
"They paved the way
for my generation, through
hard work and sacrifice. As
a third generation resident
of St. Petersburg, I under
stand our community’s history and honor my father
and all of the pioneers of
his generation. Their lega
cy should be honored, not
desecrated.”

A profile of the commissioner
Name: Ken Welch
Age: 40
Status: Married, father of two daughters
College: Florida A&M University, 1987, MBA in
Finance; University of South Florida,
1985, BA in Accounting.
Hobbies: Football, music and landscaping
Favorite book: The Bible
If Welch is capitalizing
off his father’s name, so
what, considering the Ken
nedy clan and other white
politicians have done the
same?
"Look at the Bush fam
ily,” suggested Vryle Da
vis, a former Pinellas
County Schools Admin
istrator and chairman of
Ebony Scholars. "Ken is
running on his own merit.
He is about issues and he
does not stoop to personal
attacks. When he talks
about issues, you know
he’s done his homework.
That says a lot about him as
a politician.”
Watson Haynes of the
Coalition for a Safe and
Drug Free St. Petersburg
said the Welch name does
not automatically guaran
tee a victory. If it did, Ken
would have won his bid to
gain a seat on the Pinellas
County school board in
1998.
"Ken Welch is his own
man. He has consistently
stood up and challenged
the status quo,” explained
Haynes, who cited Welch’s
concern about children’s
safety as an example of
him spurring into action
and leading an unpopular
fight to crack down on ille
gal fireworks. "That’s the
type of leadership that is
needed in District 7.”
Welch’s accomplish
ments include, but are not
limited to, fighting for
change and accountability
at Worknet Pinellas, advo

cating for small business
assistance and retention
programs and creating
funding for the Johnnie
Ruth Clarke Health Center
that serves Midtown resi
dents who lack health in
surance.
"I have been able to
build many positive and
diverse relationships dur
ing my first term as a com
missioner,” Welch said.
"It’s important to be able to
build consensus, even on
emotional issues. Nothing
gets accomplished without
the vote of four commis
sioners.
On those occasions
when you disagree, I be
lieve that it’s always best to
work in a professional
manner.”
Where does Welch’s
unflappable work ethic
come from? He credits his
grandparents, Flagmon and
Gussie Welch.
"Because of the wide
spread
discrimination
faced by their generation,
my grandfather had to
work as a young man, and
only had a third grade edu
cation,” he said. "Yet he
and my grandmother ran a
topsoil and firewood busi
ness in the Gas Plant area,
now occupied by Tropi
cana field. They put four
children through college
through their faith, hard
work and perseverance.
They are my heroes."
Welch grew up in Mid
town’s Lake Maggorie
Shores neighborhood and

Have You Been Injured In A Car Accident?

There Is A Reason To Read The Weekly Challenger!

Imagine Yourself as a Teacher....

• Were You Hurt?

• Need Your Car Fixed?

• Need A Good Doctor And
Someone Who Will Properly
Document Your Case?

• Need A Ride To The Doctor?
• Friendly and Courteous Staff
Members

Earn your Master of Arts in Teaching Degree
from National-Louis University

If You Answered YES To Any Of These Questions,
Then You Need To Call Me Now!!

Many people like you are changing careers for a rewarding, indemand job as a teacher in an elementary or middle school
classroom.
At National-Louis University, we know that changing careers
can be both exciting and challenging. That’s why we’ve
designed an innovative program for people just like you. Here,
you can get your initial teaching certificate in a master’s
program designed for working adults who have a non-teaching
bachelor’s degree from a regionally accredited institution.
• Small classes
• Student Aid / Scholarship
• Class located in Pinellas
• 5% Ttiition Discount
• Ranked in Top 10 by Black Issues in Higher Education

For more information, please contact:
Carol Burg
800.366.6581 x. 6109
cburg@nl.edu

Jackie Newsom, a student in the NLU
Master ofArts in Teaching Program,
puts theory into practice. Students
develop and teach lessons to their
classmates and receive suggestions.

You can make a difference!
Apply now to begin in January!
Other Programs Available:
• Curriculum & Instruction
• Educational Leadership
• B.S. in Health Care Leadership
• B.S. in Management
• B.A. Applied Behavioral Sciences
• Master of Health Services
Administration
• M.S. in Management

National-Louis University is accredited by the Commission on Institutions of Higher Education of the North Central Association of Colleges
and Schools, The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, and the Florida Commission for Independent Education.

“Having been in several acci
dents myself, I know just what
to do to get the best results for
you!!!”
Before You Sign Gp With Anyone
Else, Call Me. My Services Are
FREE
And Can Help You From Making
A Costly Mistake!

MICHELLE B. PATTY
St Petersburg, FL LOcatfon

Doctor's Pain Management
260 34th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 322-6111

• Tampa Office
(813 495-3702

attended Melrose and Bay
Point elementary schools,
Bay Point Middle School
and graduated from Lakewood High School’s Class
of 1981.
"My favorite teacher
was my first grade teacher
Mrs. Huggins, because she
was a no nonsense teacher
who emphasized discipline
and had high expectations
of every student,” Welch
recalled. After graduation,
Welch enrolled at the Uni
versity of South Florida,
where he earned a BA in
accounting in 1985 and ob
tained an MBA in finance
from Florida A&M Uni
versity’s prestigious busi
ness school two years later.
"I pursued a business
education because I was
exposed to business as a
young person,” said Welch,
who worked in several
family businesses.
Politics aside, Welch
enjoys football, music and
landscaping. His favorite
book is the Bible because it
"keeps me centered, fo
cused and empowered,”
said Welch, who is viewed
as a role model for African
American boys.
"The fact that I’m in
the public eye makes me a
potential role model,” he
said. "I try to make the
most of that opportunity by
conducting myself in a pro
fessional manner and by
seeking opportunities to
talk to young people at
leadership summits and
workshops.”
Although he is busy,.
family always tops the
agenda of this dedicated
husband, who along with
his wife, Donna, are rear
ing two daughters.
"I wouldn’t encourage
my children to go into pol
itics, however, if they
choose to, I would support
them enthusiastically. My
dream for my children is
that they find within them
selves the purpose that God
has given them,” said
Welch, who is the second
youngest and the only male
in a sibling group consist
ing of three sisters.
Creating a place for all
District 7 residents to live
up to their potential is
Welch’s ultimate goal. If an
unlimited pot of money
was available, Welch envi
sions replicating learning
institutions like Academy
Prep and Lakeview Funda
mental.
"Education is the key
to empowerment - it is the
single most effective way
to improve the quality of
life for Midtown resi
dents,” he said.
He’d also follow a
roadmap paved by St.
Petersburg Mayor Rick
Baker. "I admire Rick
Baker’s dedication to
bringing critical infrastruc
ture to Midtown,” said
Welch, who also respects
former President Bill
Clinton for "founding the
Democratic
Leadership
Council and renewing the
Democratic Party."
Like
Clinton,
observers say Welch may
one day become the coun
try’s next saxophone play
ing president. "I see Ken
having a long, prosperous
political career that will
extend beyond the county
commission,” Davis con
cluded.

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues

State Senator to
Attend Support
Group Meeting----------

State Sen. Les Miller
ST. PETERSBURG Grandparents raising their
grandchildren will take a
stand at an upcoming sup
port group meeting on Oct.
26. Family Resources'
Kinship Care support
group members are invit
ing legislators and con
cerned citizens to attend
the meeting. State Sen. Les
Miller (District 18) has
accepted the invitation.
The meeting will be at the
Sanderlin Center, 2335 22nd Ave. S., from 6:15 to
7:45 p.m.
In Pinellas and Pasco
counties alone, over 1,051
households provide rela
tive placements. Yet, these
family caregivers have few

rights; their resources are
limited, and they are wor
ried. Legislators and citi
zens are encouraged to
participate in the meeting
to help determine what can
be done for grandparents
who are raising their
grandchildren.
Refreshments will be
provided and childcare is
available for children 5 and
younger, but must be
requested when registering
for the forum. To register,
contact Laura Hagerman at
(727)550-4250.
For more information
on Family Resources visit
www.family-resources
org.
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Information for Those Seeking a Flu Shot Goodwill Donation
PINELLAS COUNTY
- At present, there is a na
tional shortage of the flu
vaccine.
Unfortunately,
due to this shortage, the
Pinellas County Health De
partment has NO flu vac
cine at the present time.
"We want everyone to
know that we at the Pi
nellas County Health De
partment, and the Florida
Department of Health
(DOH), are doing our best
to acquire an alternate sup
ply of the vaccine to help
ensure that it is available
for those who truly need it
most," said John P. Heil
man, M.D., M.P.H., Di
rector of the Pinellas
County Health Depart
ment. "Because of the
shortage, we are asking
healthy individuals who
are not in the priority
groups to please delay or
forego getting a flu shot
this year. This will allow
the most vulnerable mem
bers of our community to
be vaccinated against in
fluenza."
High-risk individuals who

should be vaccinated
against influenza include
the following:

• Persons aged 65 and
older;
• Babies aged 6 months
to 23 months;
• Residents and em
ployees of nursing homes
and other long-term care
facilities that house per
sons of any age who have
long term illnesses;
• Persons 2 to 64 years
of age who need regular
medical care or have
chronic medical conditions
or weakened immune sys
tems;
• Children aged 6
months to 18 years who are
on long-term aspirin thera
py and therefore could
develop Reye syndrome
after the flu; and
• Women who will be
pregnant during the flu sea
son.
Additionally, the follow
ing people should be
vaccinated:

• Healthcare workers
in hospitals and doctors’
offices - including emer-

gency response workers who have direct patient
contact; and
•
Caregivers
and
household contacts of chil
dren younger than 6
months.
• If you need a flu shot
because you are in one of
the categories above, here
are some suggestions:
• Check with your
healthcare provider to see
if you can get a flu shot
there.
• If you have access to
the internet, go to www.
findaflushot.com to locate
a flu shot clinic near your
neighborhood.
• Stay in touch with the
local media for announce
ments of flu shot availabil
ity.
These are things everyone
can do to help protect
themselves against the flu
and the spread of germs:

• Get in the habit of
washing your hands fre
quently with soap and
water or alcohol-based
hand cleaner;
• Avoid touching your

eyes, nose or mouth;
• If possible, avoid
close contact with people
who are sick;
• Stay at home when
you are sick, and do not
send your children to
school when they are sick;
• Do not share eating
utensils, drinking glasses,
towels or other personal
items - even with members
of your family;
• Cover your nose and
mouth with a tissue every
time you sneeze, then
throw away the used tissue;
and
• Remind children to
practice healthy habits,
too!
For more information
about influenza and ways
to protect yourself, the
community and the people
most important to you,
please visit the Florida
Department of Health web
site at www.doh.state.fl.us
or visit the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Pre
vention
website
at
www.cdc.gov.

Clearwater Del Teens Welcome Ten New
Members-------------- -------------- -------------------

Michael Andrew, council
chair Bill Foster, Esq.;
Theresa Jones (human relations/City of St. Peters
burg); councilmain Richard
Kriseman, Esq.; attorneys
Darryl Rouson and Omar
Brumley; attorney Yate’
Cutliff; attorney Lisa
Brody; attorney Lansing
Scriven and Assistant
Chief of Police Luke
Williams.
For additional infor
mation or to RSVP, please
contact (727) 894-5502.

Kemba

soul alive that can under
stand how any woman or
girl would permit some
man to beat on her and then
continue to live with him
and to love him," Kellam
said, before slamming
Smith with a 24.5 year
prison sentence - a term
that was greater than the
state sentence for murder
or voluntary manslaughter.
Fortunately for Smith,
thousands of people were
sensitive to her plight. She
became an immediate
cause celeb among those
opposed to mandatory
minimum sentencing laws.
Thanks to an article detail
ing her circumstances in
the now defunct Emerge
Magazine, the NAACP Le
gal Defense and Educa
tional Fund, took Smith’s
case pro bono and fought
vigorously for her freedom.
While Smith’s story
has a happy ending, there
are thousands of African
American girls who remain
in prison as a result of the
mandatory minimum sen
tences laws that were
passed under the 1988
Omnibus Anti-Drug Act.

from front page
prisoner 26370083 and is
now deterring other girls
from becoming a number
within the system.
Although Smith did
not sell drugs, she admits to
bailing Hall out of jail, car
rying money and renting
storage space and cars for
him. After Hall was mur
dered, prosecutors sought
justice by going after her.
Prior to meeting Hall,
Smith was a model student
from a middle-class back
ground who had never been
in trouble with the law.
Smith’s downward spi
ral was sealed by feelings
of shame and embarrass
ment that resulted from her
discovery of Hall’s drug
lifestyle, as well as the phy
sical and emotional abuse
he inflicted upon her.
Federal Judge Richard
Kellam rejected testimoni
als from doctors who stated
Smith was suffering from
Battered Woman’s Syn
drome, which makes wom
en too frightened to leave
their abusers.
"I think there isn't a

Drive Oct. 21-------

Clean out a closet, change a life, give to
Goodwill
ST. PETERSBURG Franklin Templeton is
hosting a Goodwill dona
tion drive at its office in the
Carillon complex on
Thursday, Oct. 21. A
Goodwill trailer will be in
the parking lot of the
Franklin Templeton office
at 100 Fountain Parkway
N. in St. Petersburg from 8

a.m. - 3:30 p.m. that day.
Simply drop off usable
clothes and household
items at the Goodwill trail
er and an attendant will
provide a receipt for tax
purposes.
You can visit our Web
site at www.goodwill-suncoast.org for more infor
mation.

Democrats Offer 6 Ride to the
Polls’ Service
PINELLAS COUNTY - Need a ride to the
polls? The Pinellas Democratic Party will be
providing rides to the polls for early voting
beginning on Oct. 18th through Election Day,
Nov. 2. Please call Democratic Headquarters at
(727) 327-2796 as soon as possible
to set up a time to be taken to the polls. After
2000, you KNOW your vote is important!

Do You Have a Loved One
Stationed Overseas?
The United States Post Office is offering free
packing materials to spouses and families of
military members who are deployed overseas.
To take advantage of this service, call: 1-800610-8734 and press 1 (for English) and then
press 3 (for the operator) and they Will send
you free boxes, packing materials, tape, and
mailing labels. These products are to be used to
mail care packages to service members.

Please Support Our Paper
by Patronizing

‘Knowledge is Key’
Theme to Lawfest
Event -— ------- ————
ST. PETERSBURG Successes Unlimited Wo
men and Youth Business
Center, Inc. is hosting a
free community Lawfest
on Saturday, Oct. 16 at the
Enoch Davis Center, 1111
18th Ave. S., from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Topics for discus
sion include: wills, trusts,
power of attorney, housing
laws, how to get your
record sealed or expunged
and bankruptcy.
The events lineup of
speakers
are:
Judge
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Front Row L-R: Auna Gould, Jazmine Bryant and Lauren Bryant;
Second Row L-R: Vonyae Reed, Shameka Hollingsworth, Darshae Dixon and
Jessica Jenkins; Third Row L-R: Jessica Cummings, Shonda Wright and ’
Melissa Holmes
CLEARWATER - The
Del Teens are young ladies
in grades 9-12, who will
have the opportunity to
enhance their personal
development through par
ticipation that revolves
around the group’s mis
sion. DelTeen workshops
address the young ladies’
personal and academic

needs through positive role
models. They will partici
pate in community events
and service activities, in
addition to holding office
and assisting in activity
development.
Sponsored by the
Clearwater
Alumnae
Chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc., the

Western
from front page
going to sleep, where
you're going to be. I mean,
I can't imagine it. But it
exists, and that is why
what we can do as a group
and as individuals is very
important for these peo-

pie."
Gonaives was among
the hardest hit. For in
stance, Hurricane Jeanne
caused 2,862 deaths, or al
most as many as the num
ber of people killed in the
U.S. in the 9/11 attack.
Also, last week the British

news agency Reuters re
ported that 200,000 people
there "lost their homes,
belongings and liveli
hoods" in the hurricane
and the resultant floods
and mudslides that de
stroyed entire villages.

The sentencing guide
lines established mandato
ry sentences for simple
possession of crack cocaine
and made it possible for co
conspirators to face the
same penalties as the per
son who actually commits
the offense.
Crack is the only con
trolled substance with a
federal mandatory mini
mum sentence for a first
offense of simple posses
sion.
As a result, many naive
young girls who aren’t
shown alternatives other
than pleasing men, are get
ting sentenced under the
guidelines. They are taking
the rap for gun or drug pos
session to protect high pro
file drug dealers who, when
arrested, are able to plea

bargain lesser sentences by
revealing information about their operations.
Smith said in order to
break this cycle, communi
ties need to develop pro
grams that deal with issues
that make girls vulnerable
to drugs, pregnancy and
crime.
Education plus a know
ledge of one’s self equals a
life that will give kids the
power to turn away from
negative influences.
"If I knew our history,
maybe I wouldn’t have
done some things,” said
Smith, who was pregnant
by Hall when she got lock
ed up and gave birth to her
son while incarcerated.
"Maybe the person I was
involved with wouldn’t
have been selling drugs."

Smith said faith in God
led her to believe she
would not spend nearly 25
years behind bars.
"I have a soul that runs
deep,” she concluded. "My
spirit has not been broken.”

DelTeen Program was
established as a youth serv
ice project in November
1987.
For more information
regarding the Clearwater
DelTeens, please contact
Lovetta Williams at (727)
734-8025.

FREE CHECKING FROM REGIONS
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balance requirements and no monthly service charge
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Events

■ Free Regions Visa* CheckCard for your Free Checking account
■ Free RegionsNet® Online Banking.
Try our optional Bill Payment service free for six months.*

Regions. Bank
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*"
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Historic Royal
Theatre Opens as
Newest Boys & Girls
Club Location --------ST. PETERSBURG The Boys and Girls Clubs
of the Suncoast will open
its newest location, the
Royal Theatre Boys and
Girls Club, which will pro
vide cultural enrichment
for more than 450 youth in
Midtown and south side St.
Petersburg communities.
Located at 1011 22nd St.
S., the Royal Theatre will
have an emphasis on the
arts with diverse artistic,
cultural and educational
activities for children and
adults.
The Royal Theatre
consists of a stage area and
state-of-the-art sound sys
tem for theatre produc
tions, a dance studio do
nated by actress and for
mer St. Petersburg resident
Angela Bassett and a re
cording studio where stu
dents can produce their
won CD. Two classrooms
offer graphic and Web de
sign and after-school tutor
ing for academic classes.
Boys and Girls Club par
ticipants also can study
voice and instrumentation
in the music parlor. An art
gallery within the facility
will display the works of
local and national artists
and features a bistro cafe
for patrons to enjoy light
refreshments. In addition,
the facility will host small
local events such as poetry
slams, musical concerts,
plays,
talent
shows,
movies in the 200-seat
auditorium and various
special events and social
gatherings.
"Our plan is for the
Royal Theatre to become a
one-of-a-kind cultural ex
perience for the communi
ty," said Mark Dawson,
chairman for the Boys and

Girls Clubs of the Sun
coast. "This club provides
a safe and fun environment
for both children and
adults to enjoy the arts."
The Royal Theatre’s
historical legacy began
with its construction in
1948, when it was one of
only two movie theaters in
St. Petersburg that served
African-American patrons
during the segregation era.
After desegregation in the
late l960s resulted in its
demise, the facility later
re-opened as a youth cen
ter. The restoration of the
historic Royal Theatre is
significant for its associa
tion with the development
of the African-American
community in south St.
Petersburg. Funding for
this facility was provided
from the City of St. Peters
burg’s Community De
velopment Block Grant
and other generous philan
thropists and organiza
tions.
There will be a VIP/
invite-only event and a
community open house to
celebrate the grand re
opening of the Royal
Theatre. The VIP event is
scheduled for Friday, Oct.
22 from 6-8 p.m. Awards
will be presented to area
philanthropists who sup
ported the renovation of
the building through gen
erous donations. The com
munity open house is sche
duled for Saturday, Oct. 23
from 12-4 p.m. The event
will feature live music and
family festivities.
For more information
about The Royal Theatre
Boys and Girls Club, call
(727) 327-6556 or (727)
896-0445.

History of the Negro in Politics Exhibit St. Pete Free Clinic
ST.PETERSBURG The early History of Amer
ican Negroes is currently
on display at the James
Weldon Johnson (JWJ)
Public Library. The exhibit
includes historic and cur
rent photographs of black
elected officials in Pinellas
County.
African
Americans
have played a vital role on
the American political
scene since their initial
appearance on the shores
of Jamestown in 1969.
This exhibit shows their
active and passive partici
pation in politics. An edu
cational booklet tape and
written study materials are
included in the exhibits.
The exhibit is - in part made up from items from
the estate of the late
Norman E. Jones Sr., who
was a political journalist
for 40 years. It also in
cludes contributions from
his son, Norman Jones n,
and works from the
"Norman E. Jones II, How
Libraries Change Lives
Collection." Jones II, a 30year seasonal St. Peters
burg resident, is a Colum-

Voters
from front page
the District 1 race.
Roche was too laid
back and displayed a lack
adaisical attitude as op
posed to Duncan, who was
poised, polished and pro
fessional.
"I am not an elected
official,” DunCan said.
"What I am is someone
who is dedicated to our

Holds 24th Annual
Hunger Banquet —

State Rep. Frank Peterman will be the banquet’s
keynote speaker

The first black senator, Hiram R. Revels of Mississippi (center), and repre
sentatives of the 41st and 42nd Congress of the U.S. during Reconstruction
bus, Ohio native. He is rec
ognized as an authority on
African American culture
and community arts ac
tivist.
"This is an excellent
way to bring political
awareness to the youth in
the Midtown community,"
said Jones II, the exhibit's
curator.
"The
public
schools is where my politi-

cal studies began, however,
there was little information
on the African - American
political history." I turned
to the library for books to
learn about black history,"
Jones said. "It is my desire
to promote the importance
of reading to youths."
Jones will be speak on
this exhibit at the JWJ
library on Tuesday, Oct.

26, from 4-5 p.m. Free
pocket-sized copies of the
Constitution of the United
States and the Declaration
of Independence will be
available. The exhibit is
free and open to the public.
For additional informa
tion call Norman E. Jones,
(727) 895-4126.

District 3 race that pits her
against career politician
Bob Stewart.
The
over-confident
Stewart stated most of the
audience had made up their
minds and,. therefore, he
would not ask for their
vote.
Scruggs-Weston, how
ever, was not too proud to
beg.
"I need your vote so
that I can improve the qual-

The District 7 race pro
vided the most fireworks as
candidate Sharon Russ
continued
her
tirade

lived in District 7?”
"Long enough,” she
replied.
Of the two candidates,
Welch was able to provide
more concrete solutions to
problems rather than rattle
off empty promises.
"I have led in this com
munity,” said Welch, urg
ing voters to compare his
track record against his
opponent. "Where has she
been? I haven’t seen her
lead in this community. We
need leadership and not
rhetoric.”

Ken Welch
County Commissioner,
District 7 candidate

Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials - Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

Hires

Hairstyling
3427 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

Maria Scruggs-Weston
District 3 candidate
community.”
Maria Scruggs-Weston
is the underdog in the

Sharon Russ
County Commissioner,
District 7 candidate
ity of living of all resi
dents,” she said.

against incumbent Ken
Welch.
Where was Welch dur
ing the recent riots, and
where was he before his reelection campaign kicked
off? Russ demanded.
"Where were you?"
retorted Welch, who asked
Russ: "How long have you

Your Hospice

Parents
Must
Turn In

Application
For A
Choice
School
Before
Nov. 1

PINELLAS COUNTY
- The St. Petersburg Free
Clinic will hold its 24th
annual "Hunger Banquet"
on Thursday, Oct. 14, at
6:30 p.m. in "Fox Hall" on
the Eckerd College Cam
pus, 4200 54th Ave. S. in
St. Petersburg.
The purpose of this
entertaining and informa
tive event, conducted since
1981, is to raise awareness
regarding the problem and
prevalence of hunger
throughout Pinellas Coun
ty, and to seek community
support for the Free Clin
ic’s "Food Bank," "Food
Pantry," and "Community
Kitchen" programs, which
provided vital emergency
food assistance to more
than 8,000 households and
served 40,500 hot meals to
hungry families and indi
viduals in 2003.
This informal evening
features a "Banquet" of
soup and bread, a canned
and dry food collection,
and musical entertainment
provided by Eckerd Col
lege and the Episcopal
Archdiocese of St. Peters
burg.
Kristy Knight, on-air
radio personality from ra
dio station Mix 100.7 FM,
will serve as guest "em
cee," and the Honorable
Rev. Frank W. Peterman,
state representative from
St. Petersburg and pastor
of the Rock of Jesus Mis
sionary Baptist Church

WASHINGTON D.C.
B0ILDTHEDREAM.ORG

will be the featured speaker for the event.
The theme of the 2004
"Hunger Banquet" is "A
Link In the Chain" stressing the role that
everyone has to play in
eliminating hunger from
their community, Ameri
can society, and the world.
Co-sponsors of the event
include Eckerd College,
Publix Super Markets
Charities, and the Acade
my of Senior Professionals
at
Eckerd
College
(ASPEC).
Tickets for the event
are $ 10 for adults, and stu
dents will be admitted for
free with the donation of
three
"Personal Care
Items." Those attending
should bring their own
soup bowl and spoon, and
donations of canned and
dry food items. Commem
orative bowls will be avail
able for $ 5, and commem
orative aprons will be
offered for $ 8.
Several levels of com
munity sponsorship and
promotion are also avail
able.
To order tickets, or for
more information regard
ing the event and/or vari
ous support and sponsor
ship opportunities, contact
Director of Volunteers and
Special Events, Gregg
Rose, by phone at (727)
821-1200, ext. 118, or by
e-mail at greggspfc@
yahoo.com.

Education
Is The
Key
To A
Successful
Future!

^BBl

TAMPA BAY BLACK BUSINESS
INVESTMENT CORPORATION, INC.
Need a Loan for Your African-American-Business?
What is the Tampa Bay Black Business
Investment Corporation (BBIC)?

When They’re Needed Most

We have a long way to go.

So let us

hasten along the road, the road of
human tenderness and generosity.
Groping, we may find one another's
hands in the dark.
- Emily Green Balch
1946 Nobel Peace Laureate

MS '■
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It is a non-profit corporation established to
assist the development and growth of AfricanAmerican owned businesses in Hillsborough
and Pinellas Counties. The goal of die BBIC
is to help African -American owned business
es obtain needed capital. The BBIC also
administers loan programs, which are not race
specific. The BBIC since its inception has
funded over $7,800,000 in loans.
The BBIC has a number of loan programs.
One of the BBIC loan programs works with
the Small Business Administration (SBA). The
following are the SBA programs that the
BBBIC participates in. The loans are arranged
through banks.
1. SBA Pre-qualification loan program. Some
of the requirements are
a. Maximum loan amount is
$250,000.
b. Use of funds- Business assets pur
chase, working capital, construc
tion and real estate purchases.
c. Collateral- business and/or per
sonal assets.
d. Borrower’s equity- 10%-20% at a
minimum.
e. Application fee- Non-refundable
fee of $100 and a processing fee
up to $400.

2. SBA Express Loan program.
a. Maximum loan amount is
$16,000.
b. Use of funds- Business assets pi
chase and working capital.
c. Collateral- business and/or per
sonal assets.
d. Borrower’s equity-10% at a mil
( mum.
e. Application fee-$475,
refundable if loan declined.

Where Can I Apply?
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
2105 N. Nebraska Avenue
Tampa, FI 33602
(813) 274-7925
Fax (813) 274-7927
E-mail: hs7g@ci.tampa.fl.us
PINELLAS COUNTY
Business Development Center
1045 16th Street South
St. Petersburg, FI. 33705
(727) 826-5785
Fax (727) 826-5976
E-mail: hs7t@ci.tampa.fl.us
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OCTOBER HEALTH ISSUES
E____________ BREAST CANCER AWARENESS
Local Volunteers Walk Together to
Fight Breast Cancer------------------------

New Book Offers Hope, Comfort and
Support-------------------------------------------------

TAMPA
The
American Cancer Society's
Making Strides Against
Breast Cancer noncompeti
tive 5K walk will be held in
October at three Tampa Bay
area locations. This year,
more than 8,500 Tampa Bay
walkers to join us in hopes of
raising $380,000 in the fight
against breast cancer.
The Hillsborough Coun
ty event will be held on
Saturday, Oct. 16 beginning
at the St. Pete Times Forum
and (continuing down Bayshore Boulevard. The Pinel
las County event will be held
on Saturday Oct. 30 at North
Straub Park in downtown St.
Petersburg. Pasco County
will be holding Making
Strides Against Breast Can
cer on Saturday, Oct. 23 at
Steeple Chase in Dade City.
All three Bay Area events
will feature music, food,
games and a special area for
breast cancer survivors.
Monies raised will go to
fund patient support pro
grams and continue in
creasing research in the
cause, prevention, and cure
for this terrible disease.

PITTSBURGH, Pa. The three biggest challenges
a women faces when diag
nosed with breast cancer are
finding the right words to tell
her children; dealing with
anxiety during the night; and
staying positive about seem
ingly never-ending treat
ment. Maureen Murray, a
breast cancer survivor,
author and professional
speaker, says these are the
challenges that can over
whelm a woman. Her search
for prayer to deal with these
issues led her to write "You
Are Never Alone," a nondenominational
spiritual
book that offers prayers and
meditations to
sustain
women through their breast
cancer diagnosis and treat
ment.
"The idea for this book
arrived at 3 a.m. several
months after my surgery,"
Murray said, now a three
year survivor. "I woke up
completely alert, rapidly out
lined the entire book for two
hours, and fell , back into a
deep sleep. When I looked at
it the next day, I chuckled at
my middle-of-the-night pro
ductivity - a real first - and I

Participants come from
all walks of life. They are
Bay Area cancer survivors
walking with their families
and friends, American Can
cer Society volunteers, or
members of teams from cor
porations, hospitals, schools,
churches, law firms and
community organizations.
Why do they do it?
Because this year alone,

breast cancer will strike over
200,000 American women,
including more than 13,000
in Florida. With 40,000
deaths across the nation
resulting from breast cancer
and over 2,400 in Florida,
these events will take us one
step closer to winning the
fight against breast cancer. It
also gives everyone - young,
old, men, women and chil

dren - an opportunity to raise
money to help find a cure.
This year the American
Cancer Society is also cele
brating the anniversaries of
two of its premier patient
outreach programs: Reach to
Recovery's 35th anniversary
and the l5th anniversary of
Look Good...Feel Better.
Both flagship programs have
been successful in providing
cancer patients, survivors
and their families the re
sources to cope with and
potentially even overcome
their disease.
For more information
about joining Tampa Bay in
Making Strides Against
Breast Cancer, or to make an
online donation, please visit
their website at www.cancer.org/stridesonhne or sim
ply call any one of your local
American Cancer Society
offices: Hillsborough Coun
ty, (813) 254-3630; Pinellas
County (727) 546-9822 or
Pasco County, (727) 8631019 or their national cancer
information hotline at 1-800ACS-2345.

realized that if it would help
even one woman, I had no
choice except to write it. It
answered my question of
what to give back to help
other women. Now, my mis
sion is to spread the word
about it."
"You are Never Alone"
contains more than 60 con
versational prayers for every
step of the way, 20 simple

meditations to calm the spir
it, and a section of resources
for women to request
prayers. Of course, there’s a
heartfelt prayer before
telling your children. Others
include prayers to manage
fear - especially in the mid
dle of the night - prayers to
keep the statistics in per
spective, get through the day,
release anger and accept

help graciously. There’s even
prayer for when God seems
far away and prayers of
thanksgiving
because,
according to Murray, grati
tude heals the spirit.
Larry Dossey, MD,
Executive Editor of the peerreviewed
"Journal
of
Alternative Therapies in
Health and Medicine," says
"You Are Never Alone" can
be used by any one regard
less of their religious prefer
ence and they apply to all ill
nesses, not just cancer.
"No one should make a
journey through illness with
out this book at his or her
side." Says Dossey.
Murray, a professional
speaker and trainer who lives
in Pittsburgh with her hus
band and two daughters,
says writing this book was a
real challenge says. "It
forced me to relive some
dark days," she stated. "But
ultimately, it was a deeply
healing process, because it
reminded me how much
prayer helped me to cope.
And I wanted to help other
women who face the same
challenge."

DISABILITY EMPLOYMENT AWARENESS MONTH
Supporting National
Disability Employment
Awareness Month —
CLEARWATER
October marks the nation
ally recognized Disability
Employment Awareness
Month. Ensuring Ameri
cans with disabilities have
access to meaningful work
opportunities is a critical
component of the Presi
dent’s New Freedom Initia
tive* In the spirit of the
Americans with Disabili
ties Act and the New Free
dom Initiative, WorkNet Pi
nellas supports this worth
while and important aware
ness program.
WorkNet Pinellas, with
guidance from their Dis
ability Navigators, will be
heading up exciting events
to educate and help inform
citizens of Pinellas County,
local employers, human
services providers and peo
ple with disabilities about
the services available
through WorkNet Pinellas.
These events will take
place at each of the One
Stop Centers in Pinellas
County, including St. Pe
tersburg, Pinellas Park and
Clearwater. Community
human services providers
are invited to attend an
open house at their local
One Stop Center so that
they and employees at
WorkNet Pinellas may col
laborate efforts in employ
ing people with disabilities ■
and assisting them to gain
independence.
On a national level, the
unemployment rate for per
sons with disabilities is
70%. As the unemployment
rate in Pinellas County is
down to 3.7%, employers
need to consider all viable
candidate pools. Disabled
individuals capable and

willing to work represent a
large nucleus of untapped
talent. On a local level,
WorkNet’s goal is to en
gage employers who can
offer opportunities to per
sons with disabilities.
“We are not looking for
a handout,” said Marisol
Rivera, special projects
coordinator and a disability
navigator with WorkNet
Pinellas. “We’re looking
for employers who have
job openings where we can
refer qualified individuals
that just happen to have a
disability. Hopefully, Na
tional Disability Employ
ment Awareness Month
will result in a number of
employment opportunities
for our disabled job seek
ers.”
WorkNet
Pinellas
hopes to achieve disability
awareness by incorporating
fun activities for their
employees to participate,
teaming up with local
employers for a mentoring
day where people with dis
abilities have the opportu
nity to job shadow, display
ing information on every
day job accommodations
for people with disabilities
and providing success sto
ries for those individuals
with disabilities who have
become employed with the
support and guidance from
the employees at WorkNet
Pinellas.
For more information
on how to become involved
in Disability Employment
Awareness Month and for
scheduled open house
dates, please contact the
disability navigator at your
nearest One Stop Center by
calling (727) 524-4344.

2004 Disability Mentoring Day
The American Associa
tion of People with Disabili
ties (AAPD) is proud to
present "Disability Mentor
ing Day: Career Develop
ment for the 21st Century, "
which will be commemorat
ed on Wednesday, Oct. 20 as
the official kick-off for a
year-round effort. AAPD is
the National Host of DMD,
in partnership with the U.S.
Department of Labor’s Of
fice of Disability Employ
ment Policy (ODEP) and a
host of private corporations.
What Is Disability
Mentoring Day?

Disability Mentoring
Day promotes career devel
opment for students and job
seekers with disabilities
through job shadowing and
hands-on career exploration.
With leadership, coordina
tion and resource materials
from AAPD, local commu
nities around the country
organize their own activities
that bring students and
employers together for infor
mational sessions about
career opportunities and
one-on-one mentoring with
volunteers at public and pri
vate places of employment.
What Happens on
Disability Mentoring Day?

Disability Mentoring
Day is officially commemo
rated on the third Wednesday
of every month and imple
mented in locations around
the country and internation
ally throughout the year. It is
designed to benefit from
local creativity, with each
community planning activi
ties to best suit the interests
and abilities of its students,
job-seekers and local em
ployers. Although the core
experience is one-on-one job
shadowing, event planners

may choose to open with a
meeting for a group of stu
dents and job-seekers featur
ing several presentations
and/or close with a reception
where students, job-seekers
and mentors can share their
experiences. The type of
mentoring experience will
depend in large part on the
participants’ interests, edu
cation level, and work expe
rience. Job-seekers can
focus on specific career
advice and discuss potential
internships and job open
ings.
How Will Students and
Job-Seekers with
Disabilities Benefit from
Disability Mentoring Day?

Disability Mentoring
Day enables students and
job-seekers to spend part of
a day visiting a business or
government agency that
matches their interests and
have one-on-one time with
volunteer mentors. It’s an
opportunity to underscore
the connection between
school and work, evaluate
personal goals, target career
skills for improvement, ex
plore possible career paths
and develop lasting mentor
relationships. History of the
program shows that stu
dents’ and job seekers’ par
ticipation in Disability
Mentoring Day can result in
an internship opportunity
with the host employer,
function as a first interview
on the way to a part-time or
full-time employment offer,
or even an on-the-spot firm
job offer.
How Will Employers
Benefit from Disability
Mentoring Day?

Disability Mentoring
Day provides public and pri
vate employers with an

commitments,
Disability
Mentoring Day can be a way
to attract new participants
and then encourage them to
become more involved yearround. Employers with sum
mer internship programs can
also utilize Disability Men
toring Day as a means to
identify promising intern
ship candidates and encour
age them to apply.
How Do Communities Get
Involved?

On DMD in Ft. Myers, Florida, mentee Tommy
Scott spent time at Clear Channel Radio with DJ.
"007" (right) and program manager Ron Shepard
(left).
opportunity to recruit in nator for a community, and
terns, tap a pool of potential sponsoring Disability Men
future employees, learn toring Day at the national or
more about the experience of local level.
disability, develop lasting
How can Disability
relationships with disability
Mentoring Day Support
.community leaders, demon
Other Programs?
strate positive leadership in
Disability Mentoring
their communities and Day can be a point-of-entry
attract positive media atten for existing mentoring,
tion. Additionally, employ school-to-work, internship
ers can get involved by and employment programs.
enabling employees to serve Since many successful pro
as volunteer mentors, func grams around the country
tioning as a Local Coordi- require extensive year-round

Local
Coordinators,
who play a match-making
role between students/jobseekers and local employers,
are the key to Disability
Mentoring Day. Communi
ties wishing to participate in
any capacity - as an employ
er, organization, educator,
job-seeker or student should review the Local
Coordinators list on AAPD
website to see if there is
already someone coordinat
ing in that community. In
dividuals interested in play
ing a crucial coordination
role should also refer to the
Local Coordinator Toolkit
and then contact AAPD at
800-840-8844. There is no

required size or timing for a
successful event — it could
involve just a handful of stu
dents or several dozen, and
can take place at any point
during the year. Making an
impact in just one person’s
life makes a difference and
lays a foundation for subse
quent years.
What is AAPD’s Role?

As "National Host,"
AAPD provides leadership
by encouraging employers,
students, educators and
organizations to get in
volved; supporting a Nation
al Organizing Committee;
encouraging the develop
ment of State Organizing
Committees;
recruiting,
training and supporting Lo
cal Coordinators (who serve
in a strictly voluntary capac
ity for AAPD); developing a
Toolkit on how to plan
National Disability Mentor
ing Day activities; referring
individuals to published lists
of Local Coordinators and
participating employers; and
generating media attention.

"A4y sister has been a breast cancer
survivor for more than 13 years....
Joining the Sister Study is my tribute
to her strength and her faith."

Help discover the causes of breast cancer...
Woman by woman...Sister by sister...
We can make a difference.
You are eligible for the Sister Study if—
♦ You have never had breast cancer yourself
• You are between the ages of 35 and 74
♦ Your sister had breast cancer

2523 34th Street South

1-877-4-SISTER (1-877-474-7837)

St. Petersburg, FI. 33711

Deaf & hard of hearing: 1-866-TTY-4SIS

(787) 383-1110
V Fax (787) 387-B83S J

www.SisterStudy.org
breast Cancer research

Funded by the NationaI Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, National
Institutes of Health, Department erf HeaIth and Human Services
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NATIONAL NEWS
50 Years After Brown, Alabama VOtes On
Segregation Language-------------------------bv Phillip Rawls
Associated Press Writer
MONTGOMERY, Ala.
(AP) - Fifty years after the
U.S. Supreme Court deci
sion outlawing school seg
regation, an Alabama law
mandating racially separate
classrooms is still on the
books.
Gov. Bob Riley and
others concerned about the
state's image are urging
voters to approve a consti
tutional amendment to
strike the long-unenforce
able language from the
state constitution.
But the amendment on
the Nov. 2 vote has oppo
nents, including former
Chief Justice Roy Moore,
suspicious of a possible
hidden agenda: a huge tax
increase.
“This is the most
deceptive piece of legisla
tion I have ever seen and it
is simply a fraud on the
people of Alabama," Moore
said.
Supporters of the mea
sure, called Amendment
Two, say it is not about
taxes. It's about erasing the
last vestiges of Jim Crow
provisions from Alabama's
law.
“When
you
start
changing the constitution,
people see buggers under
every bed," said Paul
Hubbert, executive secre
tary of the Alabama Edu
cation Association, the
state's powerful teachers'
organization.
For Alabama voters,
the debate over Amend
ment Two might offer a
glimpse into the 2006 race
for governor. Moore, who
was ousted from office in
November for refusing a
federal court order to
remove his Ten Command
ments monument from the
state judicial building, is
getting
encouragement
from his supporters to chal
lenge Riley in the Republi
can primary for governor in
two years. So far, he has
made no decision.
Cleaning up Alabama's
1901 constitution - the
longest and most amended
constitution of any state has been an issue in the last
two gubernatorial cam
paigns in Alabama. When
Riley took office in 2003,
his first official act was to
appoint a commission to

Alabama Gov. Bob Riley is pushing for change to the
constitution, amidst controversy.
suggest ways to improve
Alabama's constitution.
The panel recommend
ed cleaning out the nowunenforceable Jim Crow
language: a requirement for
separate schools “for white
and colored children" and
poll taxes, which were used
to keep blacks from voting.
The segregated schools lan
guage became unenforce-,
able in 1954, when the U.S.
Supreme Court's Brown v.
Board of Education deci
sion unanimously ruled
that ’’separate but equal"
schools were unconstitu
tional.
The 24th Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution
outlawed poll taxes in fed
eral elections in 1964, and
a U.S. Supreme Court deci
sion two years later did the
same for state and federal
elections.
When the proposal for
a ballot measure got to the
Legislature, Democratic
state Reps. James Buskey
and Ken Guin expanded it
to add a third provision.
They proposed taking
out part of a constitutional
amendment that Alabama
voters added in 1956 in an
attempt to get around the
Brown decision. That pro
vision said “nothing in the
constitution shall be con
strued ... recognizing any
right to education Or train
ing at public expense."
Guin said all they did
was follow a 1993 decision
by Montgomery Circuit
Judge Gene Reese, who
struck down that portion of
the 1956 constitutional
amendment.
That ruling came in

state's “equity funding"
case, where Reese ruled
that Alabama's schools
weren't adequately or equi
tably funded and that the
state must make dramatic
improvements.
“This is a no-brainer.
For that kind of language to
still be in the constitution is
disgraceful, and we certain
ly need for it to be
removed," said Guin, the
Legislature's House majori
ty leader.
But in Moore's view,
the proposed change is an
attempt to get around a
2002 state Supreme Court
decision that shot down a
massive school spending
plan that was supposed to
implement Reese's order.
The plan would have re
quired an estimated $1.7
billion in new taxes. In that
decision, Moore wrote a
separate opinion saying
Reese lacked the authority
for his 1993 decision.
Moore said the pro
posed
constitutional
amendment is “a classic
example of bait and
switch," with the focus now
on school funding rather
than Jim Crow language.
“Proponents
of
Amendment Two have mis
led the people to believe
that the amendment is
about race and education
when it is really about
taxes," he said.
A spokesman for Riley
said he would have pre
ferred the Legislature not
rewrite his proposal, but he
still supports it and sees no
hidden agenda.
Sandra Lane Smith,
president of the Alabama

Association for JudeoChristian Values, said citi
zens ought to be suspi
cious, especially after they
overwhelmingly
voted
down Riley's record $1.2
billion tax proposal last
year.
“It will open the door
to require the Legislature to
be able to require we pay
huge taxes for education,"
she said.
Influential education
groups, such as the Ala
bama
Association
of
School Boards, and groups
that have pushed for consti
tutional revision, including
Greater Birmingham Min
istries and Alabama Citi
zens for Constitutional Re
form, are campaigning for
Amendment Two.
Gabriel J. Chin, a Uni
versity of Arizona law pro
fessor who helped write a
recent study on Jim Crow
laws, said many Southern
states besides Alabama still
have unenforceable segre
gation-era laws on the
books, and referendums on
erasing them are not always
a sure thing.
“Some people still sup
port segregation. They
won't say it in public, but
they will say it in the voting
place," he said.
Four years ago, Ala
bama voters split 60 per
cent to 40 percent in favor
of approving a constitu
tional amendment that
wiped out Alabama's illegal
ban on interracial marriage.
A majority was required
for passage.
Bobby Segall, a Mont
gomery attorney who han
dles many education court
cases, said the state's image
is on the line on Election
Day.
“It makes the state look
horrible if it doesn't pass,"
he said.
The vote could go be
yond image to the state's
bottom line. In the past, in
dustrial recruiters for some
states have used old laws
from competing states to
portray the competition
negatively.
“If I were an industrial
recruiter and I were com
peting with Alabama, I'd
use it," Chiii said. “People
want to go where they feel
comfortable and where
there is diversity."

Is your voice being heard in the polls?
Here are a few Web sites that regularly run presidential polls. Be sure
to make your voice and your vote count!
• CNN: http://www.cnn.com/
• MSNBC: http://www.msnbc.com/

‘Freedom Riders’ Bus Station Museum
Delayed Amid Disagreements-----------by Kyle Wingfield
Associated Press Writer
MONTGOMERY, Ala.
(AP) - Down the block
from Montgomery's sparkl
ing new federal courthouse,
the site of one of the city's
most infamous civil rightsera injustices sits in disre
pair.
Plans to make a multimillion-dollar museum of
the old Greyhound bus sta
tion - where Freedom Rid
ers were beaten by an
angry white mob in 1961 have been on hold for two
years now. The station lan
guishes on a long list of un
funded, unprioritized proj
ects that have led to resig
nations and accusations of
racial prejudice at the
Alabama Historical Com
mission.
A historical marker out
front is all that distinguish
es the empty, water-damaged building. The Grey
hound sign is missing, and
the
red-white-and-blue
striping common to such
stations is almost faded
beyond recognition.
“It's fast becoming an
eyesore," said Reggie
Hamner, a former execu
tive director of the Ala
bama Bar Association, who
is working with the ongo
ing renovation of the old
federal courthouse next
door. “There have been a
lot of promises, a lot of
aspirations."
Janice Hawkins, chair
of the commission's board,
said the holdup is financial,
with a number of worthy
historical sites all in need
of funds.
“We have made a com
mitment to each of these
sites," she said. "We just
can't live up to the full
commitment until there is
money to do it and a plan in
place. The plan that is cur
rently in place is beyond
our means at this time."
That was also the senti
ment of the Legislature's
Contract Review Com
mittee two years ago when
it stalled a $1 million con
tract for preliminary archi-

DESIGNS

• Akron Beacon-Journal: http://www.ohio.com/

rGSEf-mAlS'1'

• Philadelphia Inquirer: http://www.philly.com/
• South Florida Sun-Sentinel: http://www.sun-sentinel.com/

Please Support Our Paper by
Patronizing Our Advertisers

tectural work by renowned
designer Ralph Appelbaum, whose portfolio in
cludes a Holocaust muse
um in Houston and the
immigration museum at
Ellis Island.
The committee ques
tioned spending $1 million
on planning, especially
since the proposed price
tag already was $8 million.
Rep. Alvin Holmes, a long
time civil rights leader in
Montgomery, said lawmak
ers also were unsure why
the contract included buy
ing the Moore Building
across the street from the
station.
“I was on the Freedom
Rides. I was there that day
when we got beat up,"
Holmes said. “That build
ing has no significance to
the Greyhound bus station,
no more than any other
building on that street."
Lee Warner, then the
executive director of the
Historical Commission,
agreed to consider the leg
islators' concerns before
proceeding. But after be
ginning some preliminary
fund raising, Warner re
signed in August, saying
Southern heritage groups,
Gov. Bob Riley and the
commission's board had
stonewalled his efforts on
several civil rights projects,
including the Greyhound
station.
Warner declined to
comment for this story. But

Rep. John Knight, chair
man of the Alabama House
General Fund budget com
mittee, said the delay of the
project is “pure racism."
“I think it's unfortunate
that the Historical Com
mission in this day and
time...are refusing to rec
ognize legitimate AfricanAmerican historic sites and
to pursue the preservation
of those sites as they have
done the preservation of
the Confederate sites in this
state," said Knight, DMontgomery.
Riley defended the
concerns about planning
costs and strongly denied
as “ridiculous ’ on its face"
the suggestion that his
administration opposes ci
vil rights preservation proj
ects.
Hawkins also disputed
claims that the commission
is opposed to civil rights
projects.
Instead, she blamed the
tie-up on the commission's
failure to set project priori
ties beyond Warner's group
of six sites at the top of the
list. Those six projects ranging from new renova
tions like the bus station to
repairs needed at existing
historical sites - are expect
ed to cost $107 million,
which Hawkins said the
cash-strapped agency is “a
long way" from raising.
For ilow, those who
have pushed for the muse
um are getting restless, and

CHECK OUT OUR
FRESH GULF
GROUPER
SANDWICH...
MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD! FRIED, GRILLED OR
MARKET A RESTAURANT
BLACKENED,
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
ONLY $5.99
327- 8309
328- 8309

Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday ... Gone Fishin'

SIMPLY THE BEST!

WHERE THE LOCALS BUY .. . FOR OVER 21 YEARS

Professional Hair Care Products

• LA Times: http://www.latimes.com/

• Orlando Sentinel: http://www.orlandosentinel.com/

AP photo

THERE
IS ONLY
ONE
RACE IN
THIS
WORLD THE
HUMAN
RACE

• Wall Street Journal: http://www.wsj.com/

• Minneapolis-St. Paul Star-Tribune: http://www.startribune.com/

Freedom Riders gather at the bus station in down
town Montgomery, Alabama, in 1961.

they're afraid the old sta
tion's significance will be
forgotten.
The Freedom Rides,
designed to test the U.S.
Supreme Court's 1960 rul
ing prohibiting segregation
in interstate transportation,
had been temporarily
stopped after turning vio
lent in Anniston and
Birmingham. But on May
20, 1961, a new group of
riders left Birmingham for
Montgomery under the
belief they would have a
police escort to the station.
The escort disappeared
when the bus was met at
the station by an angry mob
armed with bats, bottles
and lead pipes.
President Kennedy dis
patched 400 U.S. marshals
to keep the peace. Soon
after, on Kennedy's orders,
the Interstate Commerce
Commission banned segre
gation at interstate trans
portation facilities.
Down the street from
the station, Randall Wil
liams runs the New South
Book Store. He's also on
the board of the Montgom
ery Improvement Associa
tion, a decades-old civil
rights organization that
helped get things rolling on
the museum.
“The past couple years,
there hasn't been much for
us to do other than hope the
historical commission can
get the process straightened
out and get it started,"
Williams said. “I'm confi
dent it will go forward at
some point."
Holmes said he'd like
to see the bus station com
pleted in time for next
year's 50th anniversary of
the Montgomery bus boy
cotts, which began with
Rosa Parks' arrest on Dec.
1, 1955.
“I'd like to see it sort of
climax with that," he said.
“I think that would be
nice."

You Can Find These Products At T iese Locations:

Carla's Ha!r Affair
321-6802
Today's Hair
323-9445
Angela's Hair Safari
323-4840
C & C HAIR DESIGN
447-3090

WAVES
BYDESIQN'’*

Total Perfection
321-5545
L'orkel's Hair Design
327-3354
Robert's Ha!R Salon
866-7070

Za-Lavar's
321-1930
Center Stage Un!Sex Salon
327-4074
A Precious Touch
321- 8146
Meme's Beauty
322- 1712
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Watching Over Huge Region, Tiny African Monitoring
Force Strives to be World’s Eyes in Ravaged Darfur—
bv Ellen Knickmever
Associated Press Writer
MISTIRIA,
Sudan
(AP) - Patrolling a war
zone the size of Texas with
just 12 two-man teams,
officers of the tiny African
Union monitoring mission
hope at least to send all par
ties in bloodied Darfur a
message: The world is
watching.
“They know we are
foreign eyes when we go
there," Cmdr. Seth AppiahMensah of Ghana said last
week before a day's patrol
set out. “And they don't like
foreign eyes," he added,
tapping his own.
The patrol, led by Maj.
Panduleni Martin of Nami
bia, goes to Mistiria, the
stronghold of Darfur's
feared pro-government Jan
jaweed militia - Arab tribal
fighters widely accused of
killing and raping nonArab civilians and burning
their farm villages in the
rolling, browning grass
lands of western Sudan.
For Martin, it's a day of
small talk, checking in with
Sudanese troops and some
of the few non-Arab vil
lagers remaining in the
area, even bantering with a
suspected Janjaweed com

mander about the going
price in camels for a Su
danese bride.
The African Union is
monitoring a cease-fire
signed in April but regular
ly violated. Since two nonArab groups rebelled in
January 2003, Darfur's con
flict has claimed more than
50,000 lives, destroyed
more than 400 villages and
driven more than 1.4 mil
lion people from their
homes, most of them nonArabs.
The United States, the
European Parliament and
human rights group accuse
Sudan's government and
the Janjaweed of waging a
genocidal
campaign
against the non-Arabs, a
charge denied by officials
in Khartoum.
The African Union
mission - the unarmed
monitors and about 350
armed soldiers who guard
them - is due to grow to
3,500 in coming weeks,
with increased U.S. fund
ing and logistical support
from private contractors.
Sudan's government re
luctantly agreed to the bol
stered force but has resisted
international prodding to
expand the mission's man-

hand of his suspected
Janjaweed enemy. Politely,
if awkwardly, Hassan
comes up with a compli
ment: “I like your camel
milk." But conversation
quickly peters out.
The African Union
convoy
has
bounced
through a landscape of
empty villages,
some
burned.
Arab herders now lead
sheep and goats through the
crumbling, overgrown vil
lages - the former inhabi
tants dead, in hiding, or
scattered in refugee camps
in Darfur and across the
This camp near Seleah village in Sudan's West Darfur province is home to thou
sands of Sudanese who have fled fighting and unrest.
border in Chad.
AP photo
A few non-Arab farm
flip-flops
and
uniforms
date from monitoring to says.
villages remain among the
While here, he hears without insignia, they also emptied
peacekeeping.
communities
International pressure put a complaint from a sus survey the African Union around Mistiria.
One
and the African Union's pected Janjaweed com team.
group, members of the Fur
One, identifying him tribe, lives at the wadi
presence has helped lessen mander, Abdullah Waheed
self
as Sudanese army Sgt. crossing, the children peep
Saeed,
about
a
rebel
cattle
the violence, Martin said.
Mohammed Kadada Rama ing out at the ever-present
Large-scale attacks on raid.
Martin asks politely for dan, comes over to shake Arab tribal fighters and the
civilians have decreased in
recent weeks. Some of the details, while an unsaddled hands with the visitors. As visiting monitors.
Arab fighters have pulled camel rolls on its back in usual, the monitoring team
Martin asks a Fur elder
includes
one
representative
back to bases like the one the sand of a nearby dry
about conditions. Abdu
from the Sudanese military Mahan Yassir starts to com
in Mistiria, in northern wadi.
Suspected Janjaweed as well as one from each of plain of difficulties getting
Darfur.
fighters,
in a machine gun- Darfur's two rebel groups.
In Mistiria, militiamen
food: “Living is complicat
Ibrahim Ali Hassan of ed here," he says, but then
now at least take the trou mounted pickup truck,
ble to keep their Kalashni watch over the dirt track the Islamist-leaning rebel falters under the gaze of the
kov assault rifles out of leading across the wadi into Justice and Equality Move team's Sudanese military
sight of monitors, Martin Mistiria. In sunglasses, ment accepts the offered representative and the sus

pected Janjaweed fighters.
Everything is fine, Yas
sir offers. Any shortages of
fuel or food, Martin asks.
No, there are no problems,
the elder says. Martin
moves on.
Trailed by reporters,
the Sudanese official and
the Arab militiamen, Mar
tin finds his day limited to
stilted exchanges, and roast
mutton at the Janjaweed
base.
“I have a question,"
Martin demands of Saeed,
the suspected militia com
mander, as the disparate
group of enemies and out
siders drink tea. “I want to
take a Sudanese bride. How
many camels will that
take?" Martin asks, joking.
One carpel, Saeed tells him
- plus a lot of cash. Saeed
then volunteers news of his
own upcoming nuptials. In
his 30s, he is taking a third
wife, a girl of 13.
The day for Martin's
team closes at the end of a
tow rope. One of the
squad's two utility vehicles
has broken down.
Vehicle shortages and
other gear problem plague
the mission, keeping most
of the monitors and protec
tion troops from patrolling.

While the United Nations
prods Europe and the Unit

daughter, Merry Nicole Scott,
St. Petersburg; six brothers,
Tamir (Terri) Mutakabbir,
Charlotte, N.C., Victor and
Larry Hawkins, Minneapolis,
Minn., Stacy Hawkins, Tampa,
Gary Whipple, Clearwater, and
Mitchell (Elaine) Scott, St.
Petersburg; three sisters, Ma
mie and Cathy, St. Petersburg,

and Christine Concepcion,
Minneapolis, Minn.; two
uncles; four aunts; and several
nieces, nephews, cousins and
friends. McRae Funeral Home,
St. Petersburg.

ed States for promised sup
port, the monitors complain
they are even short of arm
bands that show them to be
African Union observers.
Once the monitoring
mission expands, African
Union teams will be able to
deploy permanently at hot
spots across the region,
Maj. Johan Odendaal of
South Africa said at the
sector base in the nearby
town of Kabkabiyah.
But absent any change
in their mandate to allow
them to protect Darfur's
people, the observers can
do only that - observe.
Aid groups have urged
that African Union teams
establish regular patrols, at
least, so women can feel
safe from nearly daily cases
of rape - by suspected Jan
jaweed - while gathering
firewood outside camps.
Asked if their limited
mandate allowed them to
act in a recent rape case
involving a 40-year-old
woman and l3-year-old
girl attacked by three uni
formed men, Martin nods.
“Yes. We sent a report,"
he says.

OBITUARIES
ST. PETERSBURG
RITES

CHANEY, DORETHA
M., 71, died October 2, 2004.
Survivors include three daugh
ters, Kathy and Marsha Chaney
and Kimberly (Glenn) Jones;
two sisters, Cioloria Jean
Bums, Gainesville, and Deloris
Ballon, Greensboro, N.C.; one
brother,
Willie
Bums,
Gainesville; eight grand
children, Melony (Kenny)
McGhee, Dominique and
Desmand Jones, Brittany
Brown, Cedric Haugabook,
James Thomas, Jr., Marquita

Stuart and Erika Kidd; five
great grandchildren, Cedrianna, Samara and Elijah Haughabook, Kenny McGhee, Jr., and
Takendra Flowers; two step
children, Dawn and Harold
Bryant, Jr.; and several nieces,
nephews, cousins and friends.
McRae Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.

HENRY, MARGARET
LONG, 70, died October 1,
2004. Survivors include two
sons, Phillip Thomas, Detroit,
Mich., and Earl Thomas, St.
Petersburg; five daughters,
Christine Brown, Arkies
Thomas, Doris Morgan, Terry
Knight and Margaret Thomas,
all of St. Petersburg; one step

daughter, Marvin Henry, St.
Petersburg; two grandsons,
Mundrea Frances Thomas and
Eugene Thomas; six sisters,
Mary L. Clafk, Bascom, Fla.,
Daisy R. (Tom) Smith,
Malone, Fla., Verdett (Johnny)
Nelomes, Gretna, Fla., Shirley
(Charlie) Hover, Bainbridge,
Ga., Emma (Ade) Alaba,
Clearwater, and Annie Mae
Long Davis, Fayetteville, N.C.;
six brothers, Eddie L. (Shawn)
Pollock, St. Petersburg, David
(Mary) Long, Willie (Eliza
beth) Long, Frank Long, all of
Gretna, Fla., Maurice (Jazzie)
Long and Zannie (Hazel)
Long,, Jr., both of Quincy, Fla.;
27 grandchildren; 49 great
grandchildren; and several
other relatives and friends.
Smith Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.
HUTCHENSON, VERNA
MAE, 77, died September 26,
2004. Survivors include one
daughter, Brenda Dennis, St.
Petersburg; one grandson,
Marquel Dennis, St. Peters
burg; one sister, Vemita Talifero, St. Petersburg; one spe

cial nephew, Derrick Moody,
Jr., St. Petersburg; a special
grandson, Kenny Phillips; and
several nieces, nephews, cousins, other relatives and special
friends. McRae Funeral Home,
St.. Petersburg.
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JENKINS, SARAH M„
80, died October 3, 2004.
Survivors include five sons,
George (Bobbie) Jenkins, Pea
body, Mass., Richard (Sandra)
Jenkins, Cyrus (Ella) Jenkins,
Willie (Louise) Jenkins, all of
St. Petersburg, and Charles
(Brenda) Jenkins, Jonesboro,
Ga.; two daughters, Julia (Al)
Perry, St. Petersburg, and Evon
(Willie) Green, Los Angeles,
Cal.; two brothers, Marion
Safford and John Safford; one
sister, Lucinda (Willie) Brown,
St. Petersburg; a devoted com
panion, Willie Williams; 35
grandchildren; 44 great grand
children; seven great great
grandchildren; two aunts; and
several nieces, nephews, cou
sins and friends. Smith Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.
SCOTT, GORDON ED
WARD, 52, died September
30,2004. Survivors include his
wife,
Betty
Scott,
St.
Petersburg; one son, Gordon E.
Scott, St. Petersburg; one

*

This is not an offer of the Veteran’s Administration.
This offer is good at Serenity Memorial Funeral Home, lnc.

(727) 895-6005
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Thankful.
In the past few weeks, we have witnessed the terrible force of nature as hurricane after hurricane tore through the Southeast.
But we have also witnessed the terrific power of the human spirit.
We have seen individuals exhibiting selfless concern and incredible cooperation. People helping one another.
Communities demonstrating a genuine caring spirit. For that reason, we want to express our sincere gratitude.

TO OUR CUSTOMERS
You have been patient and thoughtful, willing to accept the many difficulties presented by unusual circumstances in
our stores. And eager to contribute to help others recover—more than $1.9 million has been donated to
United Way and its affiliated agencies to assist those victimized by these storms. We value you.

TO OUR ASSOCIATES
You have worked long hours to prepare for each storm, and even longer hours to repair and replenish Publix
stores afterwards. You have demonstrated a tireless spirit of service as you focused on our customers' needs.
You have overcome overwhelming challenges. We treasure you.

TO OUR SUPPLIERS AND BROKERS
You have worked hard to meet every request for products, special deliveries and field services. You have been there
for us, and with us, working shoulder-to-shoulder to meet the demands of replenishment. We fully
recognize your contribution to our recovery. We appreciate you.

TO OUR UTILITY PROVIDERS, EMERGENCY SERVICES, RELIEF AGENCIES AND VOLUNTEERS
You have responded promptly to the disruption and devastation caused by these storms. You have restored power,
cleared roads, protected property and saved lives. Your performance is the very definition of teamwork.
We respect and admire you.

Through it all, we are reminded that life is precious. The will of our communities is strong.
We are grateful to be so blessed.

Publix.
WHERE

SHOPPING

IS

A

PLEASURE®
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Bethel Community Baptist
Church ————————

Religious Poetry Contest-------

Mt. Zion A.M.E.
Church------------

Poems from St. Petersburg-area poets sought
A $1,000 grand prize is

poem only of 21 lines or

“Our desire is to inspire

being offered in a special

less to: Free Poetry Con

Study, 6 p.m.
• Wednesday - Early

religious poetry contest

test, 103 N. Wood Ave.,

amateur poets, and we
think this competition will

sponsored by the New Jer

PMB 70, Linden, NJ 07036

accomplish that. Florida

nians 5:18
Greetings in the name

morning prayer 6:30 a.m.;

sey Rainbow Poets, free to

has produced many won

Vintage Bible Study, 11

anyone who has ever writ

or enter online at www.
rainbowpoets.com.

of our Lord and savior,

a.m.; Men’s Bible Study, 6

ten a poem. There are 50

“We think great reli

and we’d like to discover

Jesus Christ. Pastor Clar

p.m.;
Upcoming events:

prizes in all, totaling al

gious poems can inspire

new ones from among the

most $5,000. The deadline

achievement,” says Freder

St. Petersburg-area grass

for entering is Oct. 30.
To enter, send one

ick Young, the organiza

roots poets.”

"In

everything give

thanks: for this is the will
of God in Christ Jesus con
cerning you." I Thessalo

ence A. Williams and the

elude:
• Monday

-

Bible

Mt. Zion church family

• Oct. 18 - Church

cordially invite you to at

Conference.
• Oct. 25-29 - Tampa

tend worship services with
us at 919 - 20th St. S. this
Sunday. We also invite you
to all our services in the

Florida

Annual

Conference is quickly
approaching. Make plans

tion’s

contest

director.

The Community Quartet Union Thank God for new

Sunday of each month at

president of the union,

beginnings. In all things

7:30 p.m. sharp at St.

Minister Matty C. Lane at
(727) 327-2542 or (727)

upcoming week.
Our early morning ser

to join us for this exciting
service. All of the church

give thanks!
We are doing more in

Jude’s Holiness Church,
2012 Auburn St. S. where

vice begins at 7:30 a.m.

es in the Tampa-Florida

2004 - coming together to

Bishop Nesbitt is pastor.

with praise and thanksgiv

conference will be coming

make a difference in our

Quartets, choirs and

ing filling the sanctuary as
we prepare our hearts and

together

community.
The monthly program

join the union. For more

is held on the fourth

information, please call the

minds for worship.
Our Church School

at

the

St.

Petersburg Coliseum to
end another conference

soloists are welcome to

743-7077.
The host group for this
month

is

The

Gospel

Joyettes.

one place, in one spir

We encourage you to join
us as we collectively learn

it...what a time, what a
time, what a time!

more of the Word of God

Looking for a church
home? We extend an invi

New Hope Missionary Baptist
Church------------------------------------

Online registration makes it easier for people to vol
unteer. More than 9,500 volunteers are needed.

becoming

Young, accompanist Ver-

Tabor Missionary Baptist

better, not bitter.
New Hope Missionary

nard McKenny and direc

Church in Tampa.

out and hear this anointed

Christians

Come

as a church share the love

Baptist Church invites each

tress Bobbie Tampa will be
in charge of the choir. Our

a.m. Join us as we lift high

of God. We’d love to have

and every one to come wor

talented percussionist is

man of God.
Leadership Conference

the name of Jesus in song.

you!
Thought for the week:

ship with us on Sunday.
Our spirit-filled Sun

Marcus Childs. The Bread

- Oct. 22 from 7-9 p.m. and

of Life will be served by

Oct. 23 from 9 a.m.-noon.

Chorus will render songs

"God is looking for obedi

day School begins at 9 a.m.

our own pastor, the Rev.

throughout the day. Come

ence, not just good inten

Parents - bring your chil

Carlos L. Senior.

tions. "
Be blessed, and have a

dren and yourselves. Sun

Weekly events:

will be the Rev. Herman

day School is where we can

Prayer Meeting/Bible

Marshall of First Baptist

Jesus-filled week!

all learn about God’s word.

Study - Tuesday, 6:30 p.m.;

Institutional Church of St.

Prayer, 11 a.m.

Petersburg. Please come
and help the New Hope

contemporary

worship service is at 11

The Richardson Special

prepared to give God all
the glory and praise!
Other ministries in-

tation to you to join us. We

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church---------Bethel

Metropolitan

workshop

on

Saturday,

A powerful devotion
begins at 10:15 a.m. with
our deacons in charge.
Praise and worship will be
led by the Mass Choir.
Minister of Music Tony

Upcoming events:
Church Revival - Oct.
18-21 at 7:30 p.m. Our

The speaker of the hour

family celebrate this week
of hearing God’s Word.

momc focus on the impor

of the church family is fi

watch,

7:30 p.m. respectively.

from 4-7 p.m. Join us for

tance of having a “hurri

nalizing plans for next

meetings were postponed.

cane” theology. The procla

month’s annual anniversary

Commencing next week,

mation on this subject will

observance. All informa

these gatherings will re

be to young people on Sun

tion requested for this cele

sume.

day. The church family is

bration should be reported

the hospitality ministry.
Due to the hurricane
several ministry

On Monday at 6:30

Ministries in providing
faithful answers for poor
and homeless families,"
said Clouser. "Whether

•What We Do - Gives a
summary of the organiza
tion’s program and ser

their involvement includes

Israeli Representatives to Thank
Pro-Israel Christians on Day of
Prayer-----------------------------------------Consuls general, Rabbi Eckstein to speak from pulpits in
Miami, Auburndale and Tampa
In a powerful show of

Rabbi Eckstein said

worked to mobilize U.S.

Israeli government appreci

participation in the 2004

churches, Christian leader
ship and individual sup

ation for Christian support,

Sunday to give Christian

October. Persons preparing

Neighborhood Association

Israeli officials will appear

to far exceed last year's

porters of Israel to express

will meet.

at churches across the U.S.

record of seven million

solidarity with the Jewish

on Sunday, Oct. 17 as part

Christians, and noted an

State through prayer and

of the International Day of

unprecedented level of in

advocacy. Churches partic

Prayer and Solidarity with

ternational support, includ

ipating in the Day of Prayer

Israel, sponsored by the

ing churches in Canada,

pledge to devote part of

International Fellowship of

Finland,

Ger

their Sunday service to

Christians and Jews.
Matty Cohen, deputy

many, Hungary, Jamaica,

preaching about Israel and

El

Salvador, Columbia,

leading the congregation in

consul general for the

Nicaragua, Guatemala and

praying for the people and

Consulate General in Mia

several African nations.

Friendship

Missionary

members as well as the dis

Baptist Church cordially

ciples of the church that

invite you to worship with

went with us to Tampa last

us each Sunday at 3300 -

Sunday to celebrate with

at 6:30 p.m. for the month

31 st St. S. We also invite

Pastor T.W. Jenkins. Thank

ly meeting. Church family

you to all other church-

you from the bottom of our

members are requested to

related functions during

hearts and spirits!!!!! God

be prompt in attending.

the week.

smiled on us.
Please look for details

NO JESUS,
NO PEACE.
KNOW JESUS,
KNOW PEACE!

job opportunities,

p.m.,. the Twin Brooks

the ushers and the choir

perintendent in charge.

and schedules," said Tracy
Clouser, senior director of
development at Metropoli
tan Ministries.
The organization’s new

by the fourth Sunday of

Sr., the first family and the

United Methodist Co
operative Ministries will
come together on Tuesday

7th

the presence of the Lord.

more involved and join the

urged to be present on

We wish to thank all of

tant superintendent or su

mation, background and

Day of Prayer is expected

Pastor John A. Evans,

May you find peace in

that match their interests

for Sunday.

Fest on Sunday, Oct. 31

at 9:30 a.m. with the assis

learn how they can become

and provides an easy way

on Wednesday at 7 and

Sunday at worship service.

vides organizational infor

mote their efforts. The new

The Women’s Ministry

Sunday school is held

sign up for opportunities

4.

pastor will continue his ser-

Ministry that greets us each

website will help others

on the “sign-up” sheet from

will sponsor a Family Fun

a.m.

"Our hope is our new

our volunteer needs are and

with them,
• Who We Are - Pro

easy for people to see what

ganization needs.

or casual wear is the dress

meeting and Bible Study

letin from our Hospitality

collections of items the or- a

"We wanted to make it

they need to come and
what they need to bring

metromin.org.

New Philadelphia during
mid-morning worship. The

ond service is held at 10:30

1

nations and volunteering

A Hurricane Theology for Youth
at New Philadelphia---------- -------

The Youth Ministry

ship.org or secure a bul

rangements to do group

support material to pro

T.D. Leonard, pastor of Mt.

at 9:30 a.m. and prayer

ship Ushers serving. A sec

need can get help, where

should place their names

for additional information.

ship Choir and the Fellow

www.

website

and youth. Church T-shirts

on Sunday; Sunday School

tails, go to www.fmbcthe-

hanced

less families though do

Sunday will be observed at

November. For more de

a
<

line and receive posters and

may call the church office

tion along with the Fellow

volunteer and make ar-

food for anniversary events

both 8 and 11 a.m. services

anniversary coming up in

Focuses on how people in

help."

encouragement to children

deacons rendering devo

tan Ministries newly-en

swers for poor and home

Children and Youth

pastor's

(e.g. furniture), sign up to

day season to sign up on

us in this annual event. You

our

• Do You Need Help? -

way to fulfill their need to

es are encouraged to join

for

1

easier through Metropoli

people can help provide an

Word.
Our doors are open for

begins at 7:45 a.m. with the

j

and

food or new toys this holi

facilitator. All area church

First worship service

includes these sections:

friendly

help they need or find a

His

Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church----------

season just got a whole lot

donations, request residen
tial pick up of large items

user

Focuses on the many ways

communication

preparing for its annual

be

tions that want to collect

Jacobs, Fla. will be the

filled afternoon.

to volunteer this holiday

how people can find the

celebration, cultivation and

part of their anniversary is

<

website allows organiza

p.m. Bernice Milton of

games, food and a fun-

for people to make online

vices, and
• How You Can Help -

invitation to join us in the

The Ushers Ministry as

site has been revamped to

TAMPA - Signing up

Unity Day - Oct. 24.

guest revivalist is the Rev.

Baptist Church extends an

Oct. 23 from 9 a.m. to 1

of

The Seasonsed Saints Dance Ministry of Bethel Community Baptist Church
recently performed at a cultural arts festival held at the church. Andrida
Hosey is the brainchild behind the unique, three-year-old dance group con
sisting of women aged 50 to 78. “You can move for God at all ages,” declared
Hosey, who also directs Annotated Praise, which consists of girls aged 5 to 17.

Ministries’ New Website Lets
Volunteers Register On-Line-------

year. When we unite in

commences at 9:30 a.m.

together.
Our

derful poets over the years,

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL RATES FOR:
Local and Long Distance Charters
Airport Transfers
Convention and Airport Shuttles
School Events / Field Trips
Senior Group Events
Church Group Events
Fraternal Events
Business Trips / Corporate Charters
Government Functions
Sporting Events
Shopping Trips
Casino Trips
Family Reunions
Military Reunions
Travel Agencies_____
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

1-800-282-8020 OR 727-526-9086
FAX: 727-522-5548

TRUST
IN THE
LORD
WITH ALL
THINE
HEART
AND LEAN
NOT UNTO
THINE
OWN
UNDER
STANDING.

Holland,

mi, will speak during two

"This event has galva

State of Israel and acting
on their behalf.

services at the International

nized pro-Israel Christians

For more information,

Center of Praise in Miami,

in the U.S. and beyond," he

or to schedule an interview

headed by Pastor Jose

said. "Many of these partic

with a Stand for Israel

Victor Dugan. Elsewhere in

ipants have long been tire

spokesperson, please con

the state, Ariel Roman,
director of media affairs,

less

the

tact Diane Dubey at (312)

Jewish State in their own

641-8680 or David Kuner

will speak at Without Walls

communities. To see these

at (312) 641-8685.

International - Central in

friends of Israel coming

Stand for Israel is a

Auburndale,

together on a national, and
even world, level and to see

project of the International
Fellowship of Christians

Rabbi

recognition and apprecia

and Jews, a 21-year-old

Yechiel Eckstein, founder

tion of these efforts coming

and

The

from the highest levels of

organization based in
Chicago and Jerusalem

Fellowship and Stand for

the Israeli government, is

that fosters understanding

Israel co-chair, will speak

truly exciting."

between Christians and

headed by

Pastor Scott Thomas.
In

addition,
president

of

advocates

for

at Without Walls Inter

Since its inception, The

Jews, solidarity with Israel

national in Tampa, headed

Fellowship's Stand for Is

and cooperation on issues

by

rael project, which carries

of shared concern.

Pastors Randy

Paula White.

and

out the Day of Prayer, has

J
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African American Becomes First in
Country to Head Metaphysical
Fraternity and Church--------------

St. Mark Missionary Baptist
Church Celebrates 73 Years
The Rev. Brian K.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

According to Deacon Wis

Gleaton, said that she has

expect suffering in their

- Money Phi Money Fra

dom, “Rivers is well quali
fied to lead both organiza

been a client and church

lives by following Jesus’s

member who has prospered
using metaphysical princi

example. This is not bibli

ternity and Deliverance
Evangelical

Church

Prosperous

Living

of

American in the country to

for someone else to owning

the masses are mastering

"Experiencing

earn dual doctorate degrees
Ph.D. and Msc.D. in meta

my own business, from

heaven, the super rich are

Church United in Complet

slave ship to mastership

mastering the metaphysics

ing the Vision."

physics. He has studied in
Haiti and Central America

through Jesus Christ.”

of our money. I teach the

This year’s celebration
kicked off with the Brown

Daniel Rivers will become

ternity and New Thought
Church.
According
President

S.

According to Rivers,

and is a high-ranking priest

“Most preachers do not

metaphysical principles of
all religions that prosper

Vice

in both countries. Rivers is

teach their people to pros

African and Latino com

Chandler,

to

also an ordained preacher

per, because most tradition

munities.”

“Many Christians attend

with degrees from Temple

al pastors do not under

church on Sunday then

University

Eastern

stand the mind science of

Both the fraternity and
the church have websites -

visit psychics,

Baptist Theological Semi
nary.”

the Bible, they were not

spiritual

workers and priests of

the celebration of their

ples. “I went from working

nounces that the Rev. Dr.

both its Metaphysical Fra

bers invite you to join in
73rd church anniversary.

an

president and pastor of

Brown, officers and mem

cal - it’s economical and
capitalistic slavery. When

tions. In 1992, Rivers
became the first African

and

Mt.
P.M.B.
Church
Youth
Ministries
to
Present
Octoberfest--------

The anniversary theme is
God:

A

On Saturday, Oct. 30
the

Ministries

Grove and Oak Grove Bap
the

Rev.

On Oct. 15 at 7 p.m.,

will

present

ebration of Halloween!
The Rev. Dr. Wayne G. Thompson will preach on
Oct. 17

trained by traditional insti

www.moneyphimoneyfratemity.com and www.

Elder Joseph Sykes of New

the

revgreen.org.

Mount

Primitive

ground for a new "Rev. W.

leadership

of

chairperson;

Olive

Youth

ternative to the secular cel

Cecil

Moore serves as pastor.

Zion

Octoberfest, the youth al

tist churches of Dublin, Ga.
where

Mt.

verge

of breaking

This event will be held
from 4-8 p.m. with mime

anniversary is under the

performances, a live DJ,

African-based
religions
through the week. For the

Vice

tutions how to prosper

President Chandler, “Our

communities. I know, be

The church website has

Baptist Church will preach.

J. Glover Education Wing,"

Speights,

first time in history, Chris

members will prosper and

cause I attended a tradition

a free membership and

Climaxing on Oct. 17 at 4

which will house the Rev.

Clora Littles, co-chair and

tians can experience both

benefit from Rivers’ experi

al seminary and a meta

newsletter. For those who

p.m., the Rev. Dr. Wayne

Isaac

Library,

Carolyn Macon, co-chair.

African

Christian

ence and leadership. Ri

physical school. I have pas

want to learn more about

G. Thompson of First

metaphysics by an expert in
both fields.”

allowing us to further the

We give all honor and

vers, who is also an entre

tors that I train also. The

metaphysics, Rivers can be

Baptist Institutional Baptist

preneur,

"vision" of St. Mark as a

socio-economic conditions
of our communities will

praise to God.

reached at (215) 869-5193

Church will complete our

Bible-based haven of hope

For additional informa

celebration.

and healing (wholeness) to

tion, please contact our

During this season of

all citizens of the greater

church office at (727) 321-

is located at 955 - 20th St.

anniversary, St. Mark is on

Tampa Bay area. The 73rd

6631.

S. in St. Petersburg.

and

Rev. Rivers has been
changing the way African
Americans
thought

about

According

gives

to

business

seminars that will benefit

originally

the entire African Ameri
can community.”

religion.

One member, Sister

or daniel@icdc.com.

not prosper until our mind
science change. Traditional
religion teaches people to

McNeal

Dianne

games, arts and crafts,
prizes, food and lots of fun.
There will also be a
special concert by gospel
rap artist Rachel Wash
ington.
Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church

CHURCH DIRECTORY
EXERCISE DAILY WALK WITH THE LORD!

Take Your
Burdens to the
Lord and Leave
Them There!

Saipt John Prinjitive Baptist Church
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

(fact
Pillar and the Ground Of Truth
930

18th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(Near Tropicana Field)
Fridays - 8:00pm
Sabbath Day (Saturdays) Prayer - 10:00am
Sabbath School - 10:30am • Afternoon Worship - 2:00pm

James w. Paschal

Come expecting a miracle!

For more information, call 727-550-2521
Home Phone: (727) 866-0643 • email: jpaschal@verizon.net

Bethel

Friendship

AFRICAN Methodist EpiscopaL

Missionary Baptist
3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Scheduled Services: Early Morning - 8:00 am
Senior Pastor
Church School - 9:45 am
Mid-Morning - 11:00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study
7:00 pm

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”
Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

feiftecostal Tcipplc Church of God ip Christ

Church

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388

Morning Glory

Sunday

9:00 a.m.

Sunday School

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans
Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
7 PM Youth Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Church School ................... 9:00 A.M.
New Member Class........... 9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship................ 10:30 A.M.

11:00 a.m.

Community Bible Study

Tuesday

7:30 p.m.

Prayer & Bible Study

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Intercessory Prayer

Saturday

5:45 a.m.

adding of Qod’s kingdom”

Prayer / Bible Study . Tuesday 7:00 RM.
Youth Bible Study . .Thursday 6:00 RM.

First Baptist IhstitutiohaL Church
Genesis Worship Center Church
1818 29th Avenue No., St. Petersburg 33713
(727) 898-5571 • Fax: (727) 898-5581 • gwee<g>email.com

3144

Third AvenUE

SOUTH

ST. PETERSBURG, FL

Phone:

323-7518

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School
Sunday Celebration Service
New Converts Class, Wed.
Home Cell Services, Thurs.

1820 Walton Street S., St.
Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593

10:00am
11:30am
• 7:00pm
► 7:00pm

Ministry Opportunities: Dance, Drama, Choir, Praise &
Worship, Children, Youth, Men, Women, Step Team,
Cheerleading, etc.

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.
Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus"

9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

Senior Leader, Pastor Linda L. Sesler

.A

Real Love, Real People...
Church That TVIakes A Difference!

Sunday School - 9:30

a.m.

Mornhng Worship - lt;OO

a.m.

Come Worship WITH
THE FIRST BAPTIST FAMILY

Blessed Hope Bible College
“To Be A Blessing While There Is Still Time”
For A Limeted Time Only!

NO MONEY DOWN!!
St. John Missionary
(Baptist Church
1500 N. Pennsylvania Ave.
ClearWater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945
Parsonage: 446-6056
Rev. FIeming Tarver, Pastor

Sunday Services

Sunday Service.................................... 8;00 a'm'
Sunday School.........................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.................................. 11 ;00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................... 5:00 p.m.
Weekly Services
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Ohe church where everybody is somebody and Christ is ad.

Start Your College Education Today • Open Enrollment

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Bishop Elliot and
Dr. Rosemary Johnson

816 E. Genesee St.* Tampa, FL 33603

President. Founder/Co-Founder

Toll Free: 1-877-428-6588

813-237-6076

www.blessedhopebiblecollege.org
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[M ! HI HM ! ■ HIH MtM KOlTCT
YOUR CHURCH AD COULD
BE HERE WORKING FOR
YOU!
email YOur Ad to:
smfaith @tampabay.rr.com

WHEN YOU'RE
DOWN TO
NOTHING,
GOD IS UP TO
SOMETHING!

JUfttafrclplna Cnmmuntt^ (flnircit

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
3940 - 18th Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

BETHEL

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

METROPOLITAN

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin............................................................. Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry..................................... .................................................... James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry............................. .............................................Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry............................................................................................... Wyvonnia McGee
"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

r CONCORD miSSlONARV BAPTIST CttVRCH
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Phone: (727) 244-0831
I
I
or 244-0832
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
All Worship Services are held at:
855 13th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Sunday School

GREATER MT. ZlON
AFRICAN METHODIST

EpiscopaL Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Pastor
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation — Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

BAPTIST CHURCH

Lakeview Presbyterian Church

3455 - 26th Avenue South

1310 22nd Avenue South — St. Petersburg, FL 33705

St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Sunday Worship - 10:30am (Nursery Provided)

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com
as

I

Sunday Worship Services:
8:00 and 11:00 A.M.
Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.

i

war

■n

Sunday School (Adults and Children) - 9:30am
Sunday Choir - 9:30am
Gospel Choir - Mondays 6pm
Bible Study - Wednesdays 6pm
Home of Operation Attack

"Doing justice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God."

Wednesday: Prayer
Meeting/Bible Study

10th Street Church Of God

7:00 P.M

.............................. .9:30 a.m.

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

207 - 10th Street North • SL Petersburg, FL 33705

Worship Experience ................... 10:50 a.m.

(727) 898-9407

Prayer Meeting and Bible Study

"Church of The Open Door”
Sunday School....................................................................... 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship..............................................................11:00a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer......................................... 6:30p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study.................................. 7:30p.m.

Wednesday ....................................... 7:00 p.m.

In All thy Ways Acknowledge Him and He
. shall direct thy path. (Proverbs 3:6)

Rev. Willie D. Miller
Pastor

The New Latter Day Deliverance Ministries, Inc.
800 49th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33707
(727) 322-0113 • Alt: (727) 642-9839
Toll Free: (866) 890-1400

Sunday School:......................................................... 10:00a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship:.............
11:00 a.m.
Tuesday Night Bible Study:..................................... 7:30p.m.
Tuesday Night Prayer:..............................................7:30p.m.
Friday Night Praise Service:................................... 7:30p.m.

Pastors
Elder Leon Lavelle Thomas
Pastor Vivian Powell Thomas

‘Where Jesus Is Lord’

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
Elder: Tony Smith

M
F
W

(K

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

The church where what God’s word teaches
practiced!

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class . . . . ... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ................ 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ................ 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship.....................5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class.............. 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class.........7:00 p.m.

Schedule of Services
Church School ...........................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .................10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................... 5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday ................. 9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. BroWn

Ordained (Missionary
fohnnie Mae (Howard

“One. weekfrom church makes one weak. ”

Cad 727 895-5239

Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

B

Pastor (727) 895-2119

C

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.

Qteatek Kiwf

A ‘Woman After
Qod’s
Own Heart...

Wednesday Nite Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

Early Morning Worship............................................................7:00a.m.
Sunday School............................................................................9:30a.m.
Morning Worship..................................................................... 10:50a.m.
Baptist Training Union............................................................ 4:30p.m.
Communion............................................. 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays........ ..............................................................7:30 p.m.

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

Queen Street

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

Church Of God In Christ
1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Elder A.P. Cottage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

City of Refuge
Christian Church of Clearwater
3734 - 131st Ave. N., Suite 6, Clearwater, FL 33762
Phone: (727) 540-0988 • Fax: (727) 556-0150
Email: corccclw@yahoo.com

Sunday School 9:30-10:45 a.m.
Morning Glory 10:45-11:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study 7:15 p.m.

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service
Pastor Jerome and
Kisha Jordan

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

God that giveth life”

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship......................................................7:45a.m.
Sunday School ............................................. 9:15a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.......................................... 10:50a.m.
Baptist Training Union............................................ 5:00p.m.
Mid-Week Worship............Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Comejoin us at the Church where everyone is ‘Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

Dominion Worship Ministries
“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”
Sunday
8 am, 11am Morning Worship
9:45am Church School
5pm Celebration

2120 -19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727)896-5228

Monday
Noonday Prayer
7pm Hour of Power Prayer

All Worship Services are held at:
IE

4201 Sixth Street South • St. Petersburg, Florida
Mailing Address: P.O. B«x 14542 • StUetettburg, FL 33733-4542

Sunday Services:
Church School........................... 9am

Phone: 727.895.7700

Praise & Worship Service ....10:30am

Scheduled Services KSunday

Tuesday Services:

Church Education Assembly (Church School) - 8:45 a.m.
Prayer Time - 9:30 a.m.
Praise & Worship - 9:45 a.m.
Worship Service - T0:00 a.m.

Wednesday
Noonday Prayer
6-8pm Kid’s Club
6:30pm Ministerial Training
7:30-8:45pm Bible Study

Prayer Service...................... 6:30pm
Bible Study............................... 7pm
Rev. Frank W. Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Rev. Inella Paris

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor

Assistant Pastor

t&e oolnf

Rev. G. M. Curry

“A place where you can experience the breath of

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

*A New Beginning In Christ"

Communion - Every First Sunday Bible Study - Tuesday at '6:0b p.m.

Gkubck
2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Cadfor (Prayers &
‘Testimonies

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

On

Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton

V dtvuul - oil ot&vi yuwxd

odt&iny

Join us as we lift up the name ofJesus

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

Thursday

DOMINION WORSHIP MINISTRIES

Worship & Performing Arts Ministry

4016 - 12th Avenue South

Monday, Wednesday. Saturday
6am Prayer

St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574 - dWc.tripod.com
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
FAMILY STRESS
Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.

For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438
FIRE LIEUTENANT - City of Gulfport. Must be a State
Certified FF/EMT. Must possess a valid Class D Florida driver’s
license. Preferred Fire Inspector and/or Fire Officer
Certification. Background investigation will be conducted
including polygraph, psychological and physical examination
with drug screening. Applicants must successfully pass the phys
ical ability test. Entry $l,569.23/bi-weekly. Applications accept
ed through October 25, 2004 at 2401 53rd St. S„ Gulfport, FL
33707. E.O.E.

We All Shine!

Passing sensation of hotness
without sweating.

Moderate:
Sensation of hotness with
sweating but you can continue
with activities.

Severe:
Sensation of intense hotness
with sweating that prohibits
continuation of activities.
Also night sweating that
results m awakening.

* Caiser Growth
Potenttai

1 Free Cable &
Internet

Insurance

People across the country are learning what our 2.1 million
customers already know; that Bright House Networks is
delivering the future of information and entertainment Join
us new to see for_yourself!

• Tuition
Rolwbuisement

Time OH

»4O1K Plan
&More?

Section 8 Welcomed
Please contact 813-404-6307

A.N.G.E.L.S.* WANTED

installation; contacting customers concerning schedule
service/installation appointments; dispatching information to
FSRs regarding outages; maintaining operational logs;
monitoring field staff progress; and other duties as assigned.
Requires a higji school diploma or equivalent; excellent
verbal and written communication skills; working knowledge

(♦Access Network Group of Early
Learning Substitutes)
Begin a new career in just 4-5 weeks working in
selected Pinellas County preschools as a substitute
teacher. If you have a H.S. diploma or G.E.D. and
are. 18 years or older you may qualify for Free
training
Evening classes will begin in St. Petersburg,
October 19, 2004
Earn $7.00 an hour
Choose your own days, hours, and locations.
For more information, contact Coordinated Child
Care of Pinellas, Inc.
547-4274 and ask for Carol

Our

attendance record.

AUTO MECHANIC
PInelas County
Responsibilities include providing preventative maintenance
and repair on ali piston or eiectifcally driven engines, motors,
and vehicles. Requires a high school diploma or equivalent,
and a clean driving record. Selected candidates must also
provide their own taste ted set and be aide to follow verbal
instructions from Supervisors. One to three years of previous

WM.;-

Call Mon-Fri for more information

2 Bedrooms 11 Bathroom w/Appliances (Upstairs)

HELD SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
PInetIas County

of the CSG billing system; and the ability to multitask.
FSRs. must be highly dependable with an excellent

We're seeking women who are experiencing Hot
Flashes to participate in a clinical research study of an
investigational medication for hot flashes. Qualified
participants will receive study-related exams and
investigational medication at no cost and may be
compensated for their time.

3 Bedrooms 11 Bathroom I w/Appliances / w/Florida Porch /
huge yard w/fence I and spacious living space.

Responsibilities include receiving/precessing sendee and
■ Medical/
Dental/Vision

■ UfeS
DkaMKy

Hot

727.343.4706

mechanic experience is preferred.
Qualified candidates should
apply iti person at our main
office 2530 Crew Street

8010 Falk Boulevard, Pinellas Park, FL
www.radiantresearch .com

Clearwater, Florida 33765.

BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency
Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life*Health«Dental«Vision
DisabilityCommercial
Liability & Bonds Also
Ph: 727-328-9878 r

1 Fax: 727-328-9545

FOR RENT
860 20th Avenue South, St. Petersburg

At Bright House Networks,

Mild:

MEET
YOUR
MATCH
1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157

$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

bright
house

FOR RENT
AD DEADLINE

VOTE
ON
NOV. 2

LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

2 bedroom apartment.
Completely renovated.
New cabinets, counters,
carpet & tile. Nice
fenced-in yard.
In
Queensboro Ave. area.
$565/mo. Call 727459-9507.

IS 4 P.M.
MONDAY

“W/ien Kow Need Quality
Craftsmanship ”

All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work
(727) 433-1349
Bonded & Insured
Lie.# ER13O12312

OPEN HOUSE!
Sunday October 17, 2004

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG, FL
CODES COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Salary Range $62,107 - $92,250 DOQ

Job, family, aging parents.
There’s a lot On your plate
these days.
On top of everything else, you realize
your parents could use a little extra
help. But this is new territory. Where
do you begin? We’re here to help you
find local resources, support services,
and solutions that work for your
folks—and for you. Call pur toll-free
number and talk to a real person. Gr
visit www.eldercare.gov.
There’s a way for older Americans
and Caregivers to find help.

1-800-677-1116

This is very responsible management and enforcement work to secure and maintain compliance
with municipal codes. Work involves budgeting, planning, organizing and directing a coordinated
citywide inspection program to ensure compliance with municipal codes and standards. This man
agement position is required to direct the activities of subordinate supervisors, inspectors and other
administrative support staff engaged in the actual records and preparation of reports on department
activities. Graduation from an accredited four year college or university with major course work in
public administration, municipal planning, business administration or related field (essential).
Considerable progressively responsibly experience is preferred in: the management of a work unit
with administrative/office and technological support aspects; effective use of word processing, data
base and spreadsheet software to plant and implement business operations and to prepare reports
and presentations; coaching, training, development and discipline for employees engaged in exten
sive public/customer contact; and budgeting/cost control. Participation in the selection, placement
promotion, training safety, appraisal and discipline of assigned personnel. Work requires coordina
tion with municipal, county and state departments, and public contact, frequently of a delicate
nature requiring the exercise of tact, independent judgement, ingenuity, initiative,impartiality and
firmness. Review of applications for relevant training and experience. The most qualified candi
dates will participate in a written and oral assessment. Salary Range $62,107 - $92,250 DOQ.
Applications will be received in the Employment Office located at One 4th Street North, 4th Floor
on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays only between 8AM-4:30PM or apply on line at
www.stpete.org/jobs. or mail resumes to P.O. Box 2842, St. Petersburg, FL 33731.

2PM to 5PM

459 - 4lst Avenue So.
3 bedroom 2 bath home with separate 1 bedroom mother in law or rental income unit. An excel
lent home + investment listed by Keith Young at $169,900

SPECIALS OF THE WEEK
3600 - 16th Avenue So.

2 bdrm handyman special reduced to $49,900.00

1736 - 16th Avenue So.

Well kept Starter 2 bedroom 1 bath w/garage, fenced. Yours for
$72,900

2440 - Melrose Avenue So.

Remodeled 2 bedroom w/2 family rooms! Best buy at $86,900

Plus We have others! For details call us at

7X7 3X7-1X34

LoubroWnrealty@AOL.com

T|e Weekly Challenger

www.eldercare.gOV
A public service of the

ELDER
CARE

V,S, Administration on Aging

LOCATOR

ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
The St. Petersburg Times seeks experienced outside salesperson
for our Marine/Independent Auto business category. Desire
newspaper advertising sales experience, interest in developing
this category of business, excellent sales/negotiation skills and
sales planning/budgeting ability to achieve goals. Competitive
salary, incentives and benefit plan. Apply at the Times, 490 1st
Ave So, St. Petersburg, FL 33701. Email to: resumes@sptimes.com (resume must be pasted to body of e-mail, use Job Title
as subject). Fax: 727-893-8185. Mail to above address.

The Hospice
OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)

AHHAJCNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

ITEMS FOR SALE
BRAND NEW QUEEN
double-sided pillow top mat
tress set in plastic. Sacrifice
$130. Can deliver. 727-5863555.______________________
BRAND NAME KING
SIZE LUXURY PILLOW
TOP mattress. Never used.
Must sell $183. Will deliver.
727-584-6008._____________
Bed. New full size mattress
set with warranty. Sacrifice
$122. Can deliver. 727-5859766.______________________
NEW
BLACK
IRON
CANOPY BED and mattress
set. Still packaged. Must sell.
$274. Will deliver. 727-5863088.

NOTICE OF ACTION
BEFORE THE FLORIDA REAL ESTATE COMMISSION
IN RE: The license to practice Real Estate of: Jack E. Patterson,
2009 West Dekle Avenue, #2, Tampa, Florida 33606. Case No.
2003055376. The Department of Business and Professional
Regulation, has filed an Administrative Complaint against you, a
copy of which may be obtained by contacting the Division of
Real Estate, 400 W. Robinson SL, Suite N-801, Orlando, FL
32801, (407) 481-5632. If no contact has been made by
November 11,2004, the matter of the Administrative Complaint
will be presented at an ensuing meeting of the Florida Real
Estate Commission in an informal proceeding.

I

2500 M. L. King St, S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Ph: (727) 822-8996 o Fax: (727) 823-2568

DIAL 2-1-1
2-1-1 is Pinellas County's only 24hour program that provides informa
tion & referrals on local health/human
services, volunteer opportunities,
donation referrals, and crisis intervention/problem-solving counseling for
individuals. Cell phone users must
dial (727) 562-1542.

Subscription Cost:
$15.00 - 6 Months

Name:

(or)

$30-Yearly

._________

Address:

City/State/Zip:

Phone #:

New Subscription:

Date Paid:

(or)

Cash

Renewal:___

Check #

Are you in college?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?
If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like salps,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

Amount Paid: $.
Comments:

The Weekly Challenger
Give Us a Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

(727) - 822-8996

CALLTODAY
"There’s a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

Make Checks Payable to: The Weekly Challenger
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B-CC’s HOMECOMING HIGHLIGHTS
A Royal Affair at B-CC
DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla. - Bethune-Cookman
College's Royal Court also
functioned this year as the
Homecoming Court for the
College's 2004 celebra
tions.
B-CC President Dr.
Trudie
Kibbe
Reed
crowned Rasa Aaron as

Miss Bethune-Cookman
College during coronation
ceremonies held Sept. 30.
Past homecomings fea
tured a separate royal court
lead by a Miss Homecom
ing. With the recent on
slaught of hurricanes short
ening preparation time and
changing the College cal

endar, the decision was
made to eliminate the
homecoming pageant this
year.
Aaron, as this year's
reigning Miss BethuneCookman College, ex
pressed a deep apprecia
tion of the College’s
Homecoming Court tradi

tion, but was also honored
to fill the shoes of the roy
alty that came before.
"My Royal Court is
very excited to take on the
responsibility
of
the
Homecoming Court," said
Aaron, a biology major
from Cleveland, Ohio.
The 2004 Royal Court

included Miss Senior, Jerrell McBride, Nashville,
Tenn.; Miss Junior, Toyshia Ridley, Jacksonville,
Fla.; Miss Sophomore,
Ruth Suber, Greenville,
S.C.; and Miss Freshman,
LaRhonda Larkins, Jack
sonville, Fla.

Miss Bethune-Cookman College and Homecoming Queen Rasa Aaron.

VOTE EARLY
FOR THE NOVEMBER 2 GENERAL ELECTION
AT ONE OF THE LOCATIONS LISTED BELOW

OCTOBER 18 - NOVEMBER I
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8 am - 6 pm • SATURDAY 9 am - 5 pm
The Marching Wildcats in The pre-game show.

COURTHOUSE
315 Court St, Rm. 117
CLEARWATER

ELECTION SERVICE CENTER
14255 49th St N.,Ste.#202
CLEARWATER

COUNTY BUMS.
501 I st Ave. N.
ST. PETERSBURG

EAST LAKE COMMUNITY

PINELLAS PARK PUBLIC UBRARY

SEMINOIE COMMUNITY UBRARY

UBRARY
4125 East Lake Rd.

7770 52nd St
PINELLAS PARK

(St. Petersburg CoEege)
Seminole Campus • 9200 112th St N.
SEMINOLE

JAPES WELDON JOHNSON
BRANCH UBRARY
(Community Room) 1059 l8thAve.S.
ST PETERSBURG

DUNEDIN PUBLIC UBRARY
223 Douglas Ave.
DUNEDIN

PALM HARBOR
TARPON SPRINGS CITY HAUL

(West Entrance) 324 Fine St E.
TARPON SPRINGS

To request an absentee ballot please call (727) 464-6788
Deborah Clark • Supervisor of Elections • Pinellas County

Having fun at the Pep Rally.

LESS PREP TIME MEANS
MORE FAMILY TIME.
With Publix Ready to Cook Meat Entrees, you
can spend less time in the kitchen and still put a
delicious home-cooked meal on the table. Each
made-fresh-in-the-store entree comes already
seasoned or stuffed. And, With easy cooking
instructions right on the package, all you have to
do is add your favorite side items. Other delicious
varieties include Pork Loin Florentine, Chicken
Cordon Bleu and Stuffed Green Peppers.

visit us at www.publix.com

Publix

©2004 Publix Asset Management Comply

